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ABSTRACT
A theoretical and experimental investigation of 
supercritical extraction has been performed. The theoretical 
investigation consisted of modeling the solubility of a 
non-polar solid solute in a non-polar supercritical fluid using 
chemical theory. A computer program describing this model was 
investigated to see how well it predicted solubilities as 
compared to experimentally determined solubilities. The 
experimental investigation consisted of observing the effect an 
entrainer has on the selectivity of separating a binary solute 
mixture through supercritical fluid extraction. A majority of 
the time spent on this investigation was devoted to getting the 
apparatus used in this investigation to operate properly. Due 
to the length of time required to get the apparatus working, no 




Over one hundred and fifty years ago, the critical point of 
a substance was first discovered by Baron Cagniard de la Tour. 
At the time, this point was aptly named the "Cagniard de ia 
Tour" point. This discovery was made by sealing a liquid and a 
flint bn.11 Into a cannon barrel, heating the barrel, placing an 
ear to the sealed end of the barrel, and listening for changes 
in the sound of the rolling ball as the barrel was roofed. A 
supercritical fluid (SCF) is a substance which has been heated 
and compressed beyond .its critical temperature and critical 
pressure, i.e. beyond its "Cagniard de ia Tour" point.
The critical temperature of a substance is the maximum 
temperature at which it can be transformed from the gas phase 
to the liquid phase through compression. Beyond this 
temperature, condensation is impossible regardless of the 
degree of compression employed. The critical pressure of a 
substance is the pressure required for condensation at the 
critical temperature. As would be expected, for mixtures these 
critical parameters vary with composition. As shown in Fig. l, 
a substance can be transformed from a liquid to a gas and back 
again without the formation of a phase boundary by transversing 
a path through the supercritical region. Once in this region, 
a substance exhibits very unique properties and quite often 
these properties contribute to the great solvation power
2
ligure 1: Phase Diagram of Pure Material
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associated with many SCF.
Supercr i t I cu I fluids exhibit, liquid like 
contribute to soivation power comparable to 
s o iven t s . T h e in a s s t r a nsfer ch a rae t e r i s t i c s
dens i t i es wh I ch: 
common liquid 
of SCF, however,
exceed those of aimnini! ) iquid solvents due to their gas-like 
viscosities and intermediate gas to liquid diffusivities. An 
order-of-magn i tilde o< >rnpa r i son of these properties among SCF, 
gases, and liquids can be seer: in Table 1. The first 
observation of the remarkable solvation power of SCF was made 
over one hundred years age; by Hannay and Hogarth. They not 
only discovered the yreat solvating power of SCF but also their 
complex temperature and pressure solubility dependencies.
This complexity of solubility dependence is another 
property of SCF which make them very attractive solvents. 
Dramatic solubility changes can be achieved through slight 
variations of pressure and/or temperature. The very high 
compressibility of SCF near the critical point is one of the 
major factors contributing to solubility variations. A typical 
example of the great compressibility of SCF can be seen in 
Fig. 2. As shown in this figure, density is extremely 
sensitive to pressure near the critical point. An example of 
the complex variation of solubility with temperature and 
pressure can be seen in Fig, 3. As shown in this figure, 
within the low pressure range the solubility of naphthalene in 
carbon dioxide decreases upon an increase in temperature,
able 1: Order of Lagnitudo Comparison of 
,'jolvont Properties of a Typical 
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figure 3: Solubility of Naphthalene in Carbon Dioxide 
from Tsekhanskaya et al#, 1962
8whereas within the high pressure range the solubility increases 
upon an increase in temperature. For all ranges of 
temperature, however, solubility increases upon compression.
During the last: fifteen years, much interest has been 
directed towards using SCF as alternative solvents in many well 
established industrial applications. Such applications range 
from petroleum fractionation to extraction of caffeine from 
coffee beans. The impetus for using SCF in these applications 
stems not only from their superb solvating powers but from 
their substantial energy savings as compared to high energy 
intensive operations such as conventional distillation and 
liquid solvent extraction. Once a particular substance has be 
extracted with a SCF, it can easily be removed through a slight 
variation in temperature or pressure of the SCF. Supercritical 
fluids are not only being investigated as possible extraction 
solvents, but also as reaction media. Two examples of this 
type of application are the wet-oxidation of organic material 
in supercritical water and the desulfurization of coal.
Although much work has already been done in the area of 
understanding supercritical phenomena, many important questions 
have yet to be answered sufficiently. One such question is: 
"How selective are SCF in separating different compounds and 
can this selectivity be increased upon the addition of 
co-solvents to the SCF?".
THEORY
In an ideal solid-vapor system, the concentration of the 
solute in the vapor (fluid) phase is equal to the solute’s 
vapor pressure. This prediction becomes very poor, however, 
for a system in the supercritical region due to the highly 
non-ideal behavior of SCF. This non-ideality is attributed to 
interactions between particles of the system, i.e. 
intermolecular forces. These forces can be classified into 
four general types: electrostatic, induction, dispersion, and 
chemical forces. (A good explanation of each can be found in 
’’Molecular Thermodynamics of Fluid-Phase Equilibria”, 1969, by 
J. M. Prausnitz.) By definition, phenomena such as these are 
not present in ideal systems. These interactions, however, are 
what bring about the characteristically high solubilities 
associated with many SCF systems.
For solvents such as carbon dioxide, ethane, ethylene, etc. 
the interactions between solvent and solute molecules (as well 
as between solvent molecules) can be described by the first 
three intermolecular forces mention earlier. These type of 
interactions are called physical interactions because they are 
determined by physical properties such as size, ionic charge, 
dipole moment, quadropole moment, and index of refraction. The 
"mechanism" behind the solubility enhancement brought about by 
these intermolecular forces can be explained through "chemical"
9
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theory as first proposed by Dolezak (1908). This "mechanism" 
is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4a represents an ideal system in 
which no interactions are present. The concentration of the 
solute in the vapor phase is equal to its vapor pressure. 
Figures 4b and 4c represent the result of the intermolecular 
forces, i.e. solvent - solute cluster formation. This cluster 
formation lowers the chemical potential of the solute in the 
vapor phase, i.e. a solute molecule is "transformed" into a 
different component of the system - a cluster. This lowering 
of the chemical potential forces another solute molecule from 
the solid phase into the vapor phase to reestablish equilibrium 
as shown in Fig. 4d. Thus, cluster formation increases the 
solubility of a solute beyond that described by the ideal vapor 
pressure.
Some evidence has been found which supports the hypothesis 
of cluster formation in SCF systems. One piece of evidence is 
partial molar volume measurements of solutes in SCF at infinite 
dilution. Ziger (1983) has shown that in the region near the 
critical point, this quantity is very large and negative 
(several liters per mole of solute is common) as shown in Fig.
5 for naphthalene in carbon dioxide. The collapse of solvent 
molecules around a solute molecule could be envisioned as the 
formation of a cluster. Another piece of evidence for the 
formation of clusters is found in spectroscopic measurements of 
SCF solutions. Brennecke (1987) has given evidence of solvent
11
ideal cluster formation
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- solute interactions between nyrene in carbon dioxide using 
fluorescence spectroscopy. This phenomena could also be 
explained by clustering.
As stated earlier, intermolecular interactions due to 
chemical forces can also occur in non-ideal systems. Examples 
of such forces are hydrogen bond formation and acid-base 
interactions. These forces are termed chemical forces because 
they are due to the chemical properties of the interacting 
molecules. These chemical interactions are stronger and much 
more specific than physical interactions. Entrainers 
(co-solvents) are often added to SCF in an attempt to increase 
solubility and/or selectivity by taking advantage of these 
specific chemical interactions.
Van Alsten (1986) has shown that entrainers can increase 
the solubility of solutes in SCF. As shown in Fig. 6, an 
increase in the solubility of acridine in carbon dioxide was 
achieved upon the addition of various entrainers. He has also 
shown that this phenomena could not be explained as solely 
dipole interactions between the solute and entrainer, a 
physical interaction, but that hydrogen bonding, a chemical 
interaction, had to be occurring between the solute and 
entrainer. Van Alsten (1986) has also shown that entrainers 
can also increase the selectivity of SCF in separating solute 
mixtures. As shown in Fig. 7, the selectivity of acridine over 
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figure 7: Increase in Selectivity of Acridine over Anthracene 
with Entrainer-Doped Carbon loxide at 
from Van Alsten, 1986
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methanol as an r»ntrainer.
The enhancement of solubilities by entramers can be 
explained in a similar fashion to cluster formation. A new 
compound is formed upon the chemical interaction of an 
entrainer molecule and a solute molecule. The formation of 
this new component lowers the chemical potential of the solute 
in the vapor phase. This, in turn, forces another solute 
molecule from the solid phase into the vapor phase to 
reestablish equilibrium.
The enhancement of the solubility of solutes in SCF due to 
the non-idealities of real systems is best described through 
the use of a dimensionless number known as the enhancement 
factor, E. This number is equal to the ratio of the real 
solubility to that predicted ideally:
e = y 2 / y °2
where y^ is the mole fraction of the solute in the vapor 
phase and y 2 is that predicted ideally:
y°2 - PV P
where P is the system pressure and Ps2 is the vapor 
pressure of the solute. Enhancement factors as high as 106 
are not uncommon as shown by Johnston (1981), e.g. phenanthrene 
























Figure 8: Enhancement Factor vs. Density for Isotherms of 
rhenanthrene in Ethylene from Johnston, 1981
An attempt was made at modeling the solubilities of several 
two component (one solute and one solvent), non-polar, 
supercritical systems using chemical theory. The basic premise 
of chemical theory is that molecules in solution interact with 
each other forming new chemical species and that all species 
are in equilibrium with each other.
In theory, all observed "non-idealities" of real solutions 
are due to inaccurate accounting of all of the chemical species 
in solution. Accordingly, all solutions would be observed to 
behave ideally if only all of the chemical species present in 
solution were taken into account by the observer.
The computer program used for modeling was written by 
Brennecke et al. of the University of Illinois at Urbana - 
Champaign, In its simulation of chemical theory, only three 
chemical species are assumed to exist in solution: solute, 
solvent, and complex (a cluster of unique size). In reality, 
clusters of various sizes would exist in solution. This, 
however, would have rendered the system far too complicated for 
modeling. For this reason, one complex size (unique number of 
solvent molecules surrounding a solute molecule) was chosen for 
the model. This parameter, the equilibrium constant of cluster 
formation, and various physical parameters of the system are 
inputted to the model and the total solubility of the solute
CHEMICAL THEORY SOLUBILITY MODEL!NG
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(complexed and uncomplexed) is calculated. A printout of the 
FORTRAN code of the solubility modeling computer program can be 
found in Appendix I.
COMPUTER SOLUBILITY MODELING
In this model, complex formation can be represented by the
where A is the solute, B is the solvent, A B is the complex,n
and n is the number of solvents in the complex. According to 
chemical theory the following equilibrium equation can be 
written for this "reaction":
where K is the equilibrium constant, P is the pressure, z is 
the mole fraction and 0 is the* fuyacity coefficient for each 
component, The numbers 1,2, and 3 are used to identify the 
components as being solvent, solute, or complex, respectfully. 
Thus, the total solubility of solute in the SCF is given by 
+ z . To solve for this solubility, the fugacity coefficient 
of each component has to be determined. This determination is 
made through the knowledge of the relationship between volume, 
pressure, temperature, and composition, i.e. an equation of 
state, of the system. The equation of state chosen for this 
model was the van der Waals equation of state:
following "react ion": K
A + nB n
RT aP V-b V2 .
The creation of nine unknowns results from this model.
These unknowns are: z2, z3, 02 , 02, 03, V, a, and b. The
20
parameters a and b are the van der Wadis coefficients of the 
system defined by the following relations:
a 27R2T64P C c;
. RT
b " 8PCc
where T is the critical temperature and P is the critical 
pressure of the system. These two system parameters, a and b, 
can be determined from pure component a and b parameters 
through the use of mixing rules. The mixing rules used in this 
model are as follows:
b - ; z.b. and a - ) ) z , z.a. . .. 1 1  . . i j i ji l j J J
When i and j are the same, component a. . is just the van der:i J
Waals a. for that component. When i and j are not equal, a,..i i J
is expressed using the geometric-mean assumption:
a . . - (a . a .) * ° .3 J
Presently, five equations have been written relating the 
nine unknowns:
(1) PV3 - (Pb + RT)V2 + aV - ab = 0 (VDW eq.)
(2) b it
M- M Zibi




(5) Z1 + Z2 + 7, ~ 13
Clearly, the remaining four equations nm to solve for
the nine unknowns have to relate the fugacity coefficients to
22
the other unknowns. It has been shown that the fugacity 
coefficient for one component of a muitjcomponent mixture 
described by the van der Waals equation of state can be 
expressed as follows:
(6- 8 ) n</> 1n[V/(V~b) i+b, (2a. /VR?)L(z .a n (PV/RT i/
U p o n w r i t i n g t h Is e q u a t 1 o n \ o r pad: of t h e t: h r e e c o mpu n en t s o f 
the modeling mixture, the total number of equal ions has been 
increased to eight. The final equation used is one which
predicts the mole fraction of t..he solute
the chemical potential of the two phases
This equation is written as follows: 
(9) ?.
nsat ..fsolid/r> r,sat= P exp[V (P-P
P</>2
The explanation and derivation of each of 
just presented can be found in "Molecular
In the SCF by equating
(soli d and f 1uid; .
)/R?j
t he n i ne equa t i ons 
Thermodynamics of
Fluid-Phase Equilibria", 1969, by J. M. Prausnitz.
The calculation of the total solubility of the solute in the 
SCF is now a well-posed problem, i.e. the number of equations 
is equal to the number of unknowns. The solution to these 
equations, however, is still a rather difficult one due to the 
fact thet the equations are very non-linear. The non-linear 
equation solver computer program written by Chen et al. of the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign was used in solving 
the nine, non-linear equations.
COMPUTER MODELING PROCEDURE
The purpose of this model is to determine the cluster 
formation equilibrium constant needed to match the theoretical 
solubility with the experimental solubility of a given system 
at constant temperature and pressure*. Once the equilibrium 
constants have been found for several pressures a;ong an
isot herm, the "opt imum" equil ibrium const .tat. for t he whole 
isotherm is determined using a computer program similar to the 
first one with an additional "golden section" optimization 
routine. This routine optimizes the equilibrium constant for a 
given isotherm by minimizing the summation of the absolute 
errors between the experimental and theoretical solubilities of 
each pressure data point along t fie isotherm. A printout of the 
FORTRAN code of this optimization program can be found in 
Appendix IV.
A sample input file for each computer program of the system 
naphthalene and carbon dioxide can be seen in Appendix II 
and V. Appendix II refers to that of the single equilibrium 
determination and Appendix V refers to that of the equilibrium 
constant optimization. As shown in these files, besides 
various physical constants, initial guesses of the nine 
unknowns have to be inputted to both programs. The inputted 
values of V, a, and b are those of pure solvent at the 
particular system conditions of interest. The inputted values
23
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of the z's are determined from the experimental solubility of 
the particular system, i.e. z^ is set equal to the experimental 
mole fraction of solute, z^ is set equal to a small fraction of 
Zg, and Zj is set equal to the experimental mole fraction of 
solvent. Notice that in this model, a majority of the solute 
in solution is assumed to exist in the form of a cluster and 
not in the form of a free molecule.
Also, the optimization program requires the input of the 
desired range of equilibrium constants to be investigated for 
the optimum, as well as the degree of rigorousness of the 
optimization. This rigorousness is defined as a fraction of 
the inputted equilibrium constant range, e.y. 0 .1, 0 ,01, 0 .001, 
etc. In this study, the range of equilibrium constants to be 
investigated for the optimum of a given isotherm was always set 
between the equilibrium constants determined (using the first 
computer program) for the high and low pressures of a given 
isotherm. Sample output files of both models using the input 
files of Appendix II and V can be found in Appendix III and VI, 
respectfully.
SQLUBI IilTY MODELING ..RESULTS
The solubility model was tried out on ueveral two 
component, non-polar, supercritical systems. Due to the 
complexity of the nine highly non-linear equations of the 
model, convergence to a solution by the non-linear equation 
solver used in the computer program often did not occu ■. It 
seems that for a given solvent and solute, convergence to a 
solution occurs most consistently at high temperatures and low 
pressures. As the pressure of a given isotherm is raised, a 
point inevitably arrives in which the solution does not 
converge. Quite often only a few data points converge to a 
solution for a given solvent and solute.
A listing of the systems that converged to a solution can 
be seen in Appendix VII. The cluster formation equilibrium 
constant listed for each is that which was needed to match the 
theoretical solubility predicted from the model with that 
determined experimentally. The solubility of each system is 
also listed for reference.
As can be seen in this table, success was achieved with 
basically only three systems; these systems being the ones with 
the most converged solutions. These three systems were carbon 
dioxide/naphthalene at 45°C, carbon dioxide/naphthalene at 
55°C, and carbon dioxide/anthracene at 70°C. These were the 
only systems in which the cluster formation equilibrium
25
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constant optimization was feasible due to their high number of 
converged solutions as compared to the other systems. The 
results of the optimizations were cluster formation equilibrium 
constants of 1.22 x 10~8, 6,62 x 10~9, and 5.76 x 10~10 for 
each isotherm, respectfully, A comparison between the 
solubility predicted using these equilibrium constants with 
those arrived at experimentally can be seen in Figs. 9, 10, 
and 11, respectfully.
As shown in these figures, the theoretical solubilities 
predicted using the optimally determined equilibrium constant 
was not in very close agreement with the experimental 
solubilities for a given isotherm. It is interesting to note 
what happened as the rigorousness of the optimization routine 
was increased, e.g. going from 0.1 to 0.01. When this was 
done, the calculated optimal equilibrium constant for a given 
isotherm approached the value of the high bound value of the 
equilibrium constant range investigated for that isotherm.
That is to say, as the optimization became more rigorous, the 
optimally determined equilibrium constant increased which 
resulted in a shift of the curve of the theoretical solubility 
versus pressure upward, away from the experimental curve. This 
phenomena arises from the fact that the equilibrium constant 
(derived using the first computer program) increases as the 
pressure is raised along a given isotherm; as well as the fact 
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theoretically predicted solubility increases as well.
In order to have the theory match experiment more closely 
the solubility curve is going to have to be rotated in the 
solubility-pressure plane. One way of doing this would be to 
adjust the model so it reflects the trujy varying conditions of 
the solute's environment as the pressure is raised along an 
Isotherm. One way of doing this would be to include some sort 
of compressibility term into the model.
EXPERIMENTAL ENTRAINER STUDY
An attempt was made at studying the effect entrainers have 
on the selectivity of separating a mixture of two solid solutes 
through supercritical extraction. The "entrainer effect*1 was 
to be observed through the comparison of selectivity achieved 
using a pure SCF with that achieved using an entrainer-doped 
SCF. Selectivity is defined as a ratio of the solubi1 ities of 
the two solutes. This ratio is calculated such that it is 
equal to or greater than one, l.e. the ratio is equal to the 
solubility of the more soluble solute divided by the less 
soluble solute.
The increase in selectivity of one solute over the other, 
due to the addition of an entrainer, is proposed to be a direct 
result of the specific chemical Interactions between the 
entrainer and solutes. For this reason, it is desirable to use 
solutes with no more than one type of functional group per 
molecule in this type of study. When only solutes with one 
functional group are used# the specific interactions between 
the entrainer and the solute can be determined without much 
difficulty. When solutes with more than one functional group 
are used# however# the exact interaction would be rather 
difficult to determine.
For this study# it was decided that it would best to first 
look at solute pairs in which only one of the solutes possessed
31
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a functional group, i. e . one solute would be capable of 
experiencing specific entrainer-solute interactions whereas the 
other solute would be incapable of having any such specific 
interactions. The reason for this was to enable the 
observation of the effect that certain types of entrainer - 
solute interactions had on increasing selectivity of the 
interacting solute over the non-interacting solute. After 
these effects were studied for various types of interactions, 
the effect on selectivity of solutes with differing entrainer - 
solute interactions would be studied. A list of such extraction 
experiments can be found in Appendix VIII. As can be seen from 
this table, examples of possible solute functional groups are 
ketones, amines, and carboxylic acids as well as two types of 
entrainer-solute interactions - hydrogen bond formation and 
acid-base interactions (electron pair transfer). The molecular 
structure of the solutes presented in this table can be found 
in Appendix IX.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The apparatus used in this study was built by S.R. Alferi 
of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. A schematic 
diagram of the apparatus is given in Fig. 12. The apparatus 
consists of basically four sections: a solvent preparation 
section, a solid-fluid phase equilibrium section, a 
depressurization section, and a solnte collection section.
Solvent is drawn from a gas cylinder, liquified, and pumped 
into the solvent storage bomb by a Haskel air driven gas 
booster. Located after the bomb is a hand-controlled Tescom 
pressure regulator and Heise pressure gauge. These components 
are used to adjust and hold the system at the desired operating 
pressure. The solvent is then brought up to the desired 
operating temperature by passing it into an insulated and 
well-mixed oil bath through several feet of coiled tubing 
located in the bath. Mixing is achieved through the use of a 
magnetic stirrer, as well as, a bath oil recirculation pump.
A majority of the heating for the oil bath is provided by 
three knife heaters. Temperature control is achieved using a 
Bayley precision temperature controller with a variable voltage 
heater and a water flow, copper cooling coil. It has been 
found that optimal temperature control is achieved through 
simultaneous heating and cooling of the system. Using this 
system, the bath temperature is easily maintained to t 0.1°C of
33
1. Compressor












14. Constant Temperature Bath
Figure 12s Seheaatic Diagram of Experimental Apparatus
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the desired operating temperature. The bath temperature is 
measured using a calibrated mercury thermometer to t 0.05°c.
Located after the several feet of coil is the saturator 
where the solvent comes into contact with the solid solute.
The saturator is constructed from a piece of taper-sealed high 
pressure tubing eight Inches long and 5/8 Inches ID. The 
dimensions of the saturator are such that equilibrium 
solubility of the solute in the solvent will be reached before 
leaving the saturator (assuming no channeling has developed in 
the solid).
The resulting solution is then passed through a switching 
valve followed by a hand-controlled Tescom back pressure 
regulator. This regulator is used to minimize the pressure 
drop through the system and thus prevent solute from depositing 
inside the switching valve. Both the switching valve and the 
back pressure regulator are located in the bath to prevent any 
further deposition of solute. Located after the regulator is 
an Autoclave Engineers micrometering valve which serves as the 
system depressurlzer. This valve is heated to roughly 30°C 
above the melting point of the solute by three cartridge 
heaters. The purpose of heating the valve is the prevent 
clogging of solute brought about by the huge pressure drop 
through the valve. The solute is finally dropped out in the 
cold trap and the solvent is vented. The volumetric flowrate 
of the discharging solvent is measured using a rotameter
36
located after the cold trap.
Samples of the saturated solution are collected by first
trapping then in a 100 filter sample loop located on the
switching valve. After a sample is trapped in the loop, it is 
discharged slowly through a needle valve and collected into a 
sample collection vial.
r~hri:i ■■
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDORg
Before the etart of a run, the saturator is firmly packed 
with several grams of finely ground solute. If a solute 
mixture is to be used, a SO-SO mole percent mixture of solutes 
is first ground together to ensure good distribution of both 
when packed in the saturator. Once packed, both ends of the 
saturator are plugged with a small bead of glass wool followed 
by another bead of steel wool. The purpose of this is to 
hinder entrainment of solid in the fluid leavl. t the saturator.
Also, before the start of a run, the o-rlngs of both 
pressure regulators are checked and replaced where needed. The 
back pressure regulator is cleaned to remove any deposited 
solute left over from the last run and all of the lines after 
the saturator are checked for plugs of deposited solute. Once 
this has been done, the saturator is attached and the system is 
pressure tested for leaks.
Before pressure testing, the solvent storage bomb must be 
filled with solvent. The bomb is pumpsd up to a pressure 
roughly 2,000 pel above the maximum desired operating pressure. 
This is done through the action of the air-driven gas booster. 
If an entrainer is to be used, the entralner is added to the 
bomb through the entrainer addition port, the bomb is closed, 
pumped up with solvent, and the mixing bomb magnetic stirrer is 
turned on to ensure proper distribution of entrainer within the
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bomb. The actual mole fraction of entralner In the bomb is 
determined through gas chromatography.
Next, the system is brought up to the desired operating 
temperature. The three knife heaters and cartridge heaters are 
turned on as well as the magnetic stirrer and the bath oil 
pump. Wien the bath temperature is within a couple of degrees 
of the desired operating temperature, the temperature 
controller is turned on as well as the water line to the copper 
cooling coil. Once the desired bath temperature is reached, 
the solute in the saturator is allowed to reach the bath 
temperature, as well.
The system is now ready to run. The pressure of the system 
is adjusted tr  the desired operating pressure using the 
pressure regulator located after the solvent storage bomb and 
the valve between the coil and saturator is opened allowing 
solvent to flow over the solute. Next, the back pressure 
regulator and micrometering valve are adjusted to minimize 
pressure drop across the switching valve and ensure an outlet 
solvent volumetric flow rate of approximately 0.3 standard 
cubic feet per hour. Solvent is allowed to flow through the 
saturator for approximately 15 minutes to ensure the 
achievement of equilibrium solubility. (At this time, the 
sample loop of the switching valve is off-line, i.e. no flow 
through the sample loop.)
A sample is collected by first filling a sample collection
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vial with approximately one ml of acetone and placing it in the 
vial holder with the sample discharge tube positioned below the 
liquid level of the vial. Next, a sample is trapped in the 
sample loop. This is done b \ placing the sample loop on-line 
with flow, allowing solution to flow through the loop for 
approximately one minute and then taking the loop off-line from 
the flow trapping a sample in the loop. This sample la then 
slowly bled into the sample vial by cracking open the needle 
valve. Once all of the solution has bubbled through the 
acetone, the needle valve is opened fully and any solute left 
in the line is washed out with approximately ten ml of acetone. 
The acetone is added through the on-off valve located outside 
of the bath, flows into the sample loop, and exits through the 
needle valve into the sample collection vial. Two more samples 
are collected using the same technique giving a total of three 
samples per data point.
Once all of the samples for a given isotherm are taken, the 
solubility of solute in the SCP at each data point is 
calculated for each sample. The solubility is calculated by 
dividing the number of moles of solute collected by the total 
number of moles of solvent in the eample loop. The number of 
moles of solute is determined through gas chromatography and 
the number of molee of solvent is determined from a spline 
Interpolation of solvent density at the given data point from 
tables of solvent density versus temperature and pressure. The
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actual calculation of solubilities is performed using a 
computer program written by Alferi. A copy of this program, as 
well as a sample of input and output files, can be found in 
Appendix X, XI, and XT I, respectfully.
The moles of solute determination is performed with a 
Perkin-Rlmer gas chromatograph in conjunction with a 
Hewlett-Packard peak area integrator. The type of detection 
employed is FID, i.e. flame ionization detection. Three, one 
fjtl injects are made for each vial. The total amount of solute 
collected in a vial is determined using an internal standard 
technique. The internal standard used in this study is decane. 
Before injection of samples, a known number of moles of decame 
is added to each vial. After making the injections, the ratio 
of the solute peak area per mole of solute carbon atoms to the 
decane peak area per mole of decane carbon atoms is determined 
for each Injection. This factor is multiplied by the moles of 
decane carbon atoms added to the vial giving the total moles of 
solute carbon atoms collected In the vial. Fr\#m this and a 
knowledge of the solute's molecular formula, the total moles of 
solute collected can be determined.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Before performing any entrainer selectivity enhancement 
separation studies of binary solute mixtures, it was desired to 
test the accuracy of the apparatus. This testing was done by 
comparing the experimentally measured solubilities of the 
apparatus with those of the literature. The literature values 
chosen for the comparison were the solubility of naphthalene in 
carbon dioxide performed by Tsekhanskaya et al. This work was 
chosen for comparison due to its renowned accuracy. The 
accuracy of this data stems from the painstaking experimental 
technique employed in its measurement.
As it turned out, matching the experimentally measured 
solubilities with those of the literature proved to be a rather 
difficult task. Several modifications of the apparatus as well 
as the experimental technique had to be employed to achieve a 
good match with the literature.
The main modification to the apparatus was switching to a 
sample vial collection system. Originally, it was desired to 
send a sample of the SCF solution directly to the gas 
chromatograph for analysis Instead of the more tradition method 
of precipitating the solute out of the SC? solution into some 
sort of collection system and the analysing the sample 
collected. The direct method proved to be infeasible due to 
solute precipitation along the line leading to the gas
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chromatograph. For this reason, the traditional method of 
sample collection had to be employed.
The type of collection system decided upon was one which 
employed the trapping of a small sample in the sample loop of a 
switching valve. After installing this collection system it 
was found that solute deposited into the switching valve 
resulting in the plugging of the system. To remedy this, a 
back pressure regulator was installed after the switching valve 
to minimise the pressure drop across the valve and the 
switching valve was placed deeper into the bath to insure that 
the valve Was maintained at the desired operating temperature. 
This resulted in virtually the elimination of plugging of 
solute in the switching valve.
Two modi fleet ions were made in the experimental technique 
employe!. The first modification was to use an Internal 
stendird technique to determine the amount of solute collected. 
Orijfihally, a standard calibration technique was used in this 
determination. In this technique, several solutions of 
differing solute concentration were preparad and injected into 
the gas chromatograph and a calibration curve was plotted from 
the resulting peek areas. This technique proved to be 
inaccurate as well as very tins consuming. The new technique 
proved to be acre accurate and lees time consuming. In this 
technique, a known amount of liquid Internal standard ia added 
to each vial and then an injection is made to the gas
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chromatograph. Prom a ratio of the solute and internal 
standard peak aress for a given vial, as well as a knowledge of 
the number of carbon atoms per molecule of both, the amount of 
solute collected in this vial can be determined.
A study was performed to find a suitable internal standard. 
Several standards were tested. Those tested were benzene, 
toluene, xylena, - l  decane. Of these, decane was found to 
work the best. A .lot of peak area versus moles of carbon for 
naphthalene with decane as the Internal standard can be seen in 
Pig. 13. As seen in this figure, the plot is linear.
The second modification of the experimental technique was 
the way in which the back pressure regulator was set to a 
desired pressure and how it was adjusted during a run. It was 
found that good performance of the apparatus was very sensitive 
to the way in which the regulator was adjusted. If it was not 
adjusted properly during a run, the solubilities of the three 
samples taken at a given temperature and pressure were observed 
to have great scatter. This imprecision was thought to be due 
to pressure fluctuations of the system caused by improper 
regulator adjustment at the beginning as well as during sample 
collection.
Improper adjustment was a result of Ignorance of the 
behavior of the back pressure regulator. Apparently, once flow 
is achieved through the regulator, the regulator should be 
turned down in order to hold the pressure at the desired level,
MOLES OF* CARBON
Figure 13t Internal Standard Study Plot
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i.e in order to achieve flow at a desired flow rate the 
regulator has to be opened further to initiate flow and once 
flow is Initiated the regulator should be turned down. Due to 
this ignorance, the regulator was opened too far during a run 
which was followed by an unacceptable pressure drop which 
resulted in the clogging of a line with precipitating solute.
In order to fix a clog, the back pressure regulator and 
nlcrometering valve are opened wide to blow out the clog. Once 
this is done the desired flow rate has to once again be 
achieved through the adjustment of the regulator. Thus, the 
initial improper adjustment of the regulator resulted in a need 
to continually open and close it during a run which resulted in 
great pressure fluctuations during data collection.
In order to properly adjust the back pressure regulator, 
before flow ie initiated through the eyetem it should be 
adjusted to slightly above the desired operating pressure, i.e 
such that no flow will occur upon the opening of the valve 
before the eaturator. This can be done from a knowledge of the 
operating preeaure range of the regulator and adjusting it 
accordingly (regulating pressure ia approximately, directly 
proportional to the number of turns of the regulator).
Once this is done, the valve before the saturator is opened 
and flow is initiated through the system by opening the 
back pressure regulator, once flow is initiated, the regulator 
should be turned down by about a quarter of a turn. The
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rotameter la th« monitorad to aaa If tha flow ia holding at tha 
daalrad 0.3 atandard cubic feat per hour. If flow dialniahea, 
tha regulator ia opened further to initiate flow and again 
quickly turned back to a position which is slightly nore open 
than tha previous holding position. This procedure la 
continued until steady flow at the desired rate ie achieved.
A successful run was made using all of the modifications 
mentioned. The plot of this run can be seen In rig. 14. As 
can bs seen from this figure, the experimentally measured 
solubilities metchsd very well with that of the literature.
Due to the great difficulties sssociatsd with gsttlng the 
apparatus to work properly, no time was left to make any 
entralner selectivity enhancement eeparation studies. It 
should be kept in mind, however, that the only thing worse than 
no data is bad data.
Naphtholcnt/Carbon Dioxldt
Figure Ut Apparatus Accuracy Determination
CONCLUSIONS
1. The computer program used in the chemical theory 
aolublllty model is very prone to failure due to 
non-convergence of the nine, non-linear equatlona used to 
deecrlbe the model.
2. The aolubilltlea predicted ueing the optimally 
determined clueter formation equilibrium conetant for a given 
isotherm did not match well with the correeponding experimental 
eolubllitiea.
3. The experimental apparatua uaed in thie atudy is a very 
eeneltive piece of equipment which la prone to produce 
erroneous data if the proper experimental procedure la not 
followed.
4. The Internal standard technique used in solute 
eonoentration determination ia both a more accurate and time 




1. Further work need* to be done on the chemical theory 
solubility model.
2. If possible, a better non-linear equation solver should 
be employed to increase the number of systems with converging 
solutions.
3. Perhaps the solubility predictions of the model could 
be improved if it took into account the truly varying 
environment seen by the solute as the pressure is varied along 
a given isotherm.
4. Now that the proper experimental technique has been 
discovered for the apparatus used in thie study, the apparatus 
should be used to study the extent to which entrainers increase 
the selectively of one solid over another in SCP extraction, to 
study what types of antrainers are best in making a given 
separation, and discover what types are specific chemical 
interactions are occurring which bring about theee enhanced 
separations.
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APPENDIX I
FORTRAN Program - Single Point Solubility Calculation
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IN tEOt jR  ' r 4AX , , AfAAX , At* Tn
f*
"NbCK INJ’ U? f»A«A:AHTE«S.
0
JF(N . L *  • OR. i * A  . L T . N*( N* fe )>  SO TO 1 ' 0 0  
r
C S IT  HA»ANCr EwS AND CAUL NEQLUl TO f lNO Tm& S O t u I Q N
JAIAAK* t §
!T N A: <» SC *^ N* 4  j *H»th»?
CALL NECl -v I CN.N.  : ~ R . „ A f A A X ,  I ! » * # .  i K . * u .  AG1’ * ,  JSCAX , . **a i -
f  X ACC , AC TOR , X . F , WA M  , * ; , WA ' ? , <? } , I HA , «A , ' . 1 ,
$ <*A ( ' , A ;, , «A( ' , i } , NAi • . L ■ . 4A; T , ? ; . ffCN. NONNCO ,
Rf fUR M 10 IPLAQfc?
W P I T E ' I . T  110)
,0 AMHIAAI ( / S X ,  A i « € R » 0 «  H i t u i W l  F koi*  Nk'O’.O '.AO*#0 ‘ L ■* I N 1" r
|  13H P A « « i i E T E * ' S )  5
*£ TURN
fcNO
iMftitOlJ T ». N6 nEQ- J I ;n  . k G£i. { MR, jAi#AX , . - *AAA . I ;: , AQ , r <i,
t  i iOAN . I 'iCAl>- , XACC . FAC TOR . ;< , r  , C I A(,X , 0 I AO^ , I *>V *$ tA ■ . NA2 , .*A3 . NA4,3I.U . *r,N . NONN13 )
I N P L I C J T  4 t A w * t  ( A - H . O - n  JxTEKNAl 8C*I
: ’i T fcQt* R N . L Oil . I ! 'R, J AfAAX , p (A A * , ; 4 E  TH , I •* L AO , l 3*. AX . I SCA. , NON <E 0:fc:t vsx» iav?(:•;;
7 k A u * «  8 AC. ‘ OR . XACC
RcAi. *E  V ( ?li ) . F* ; 2S ) , 0 : ACIX ( ? j  ) , 0 I AC»F ( ?0 ) , NA ' ( 2 5 )  , NA2 { 2 '* ) .
$ WAi  ( 2 j ) , NAa ( 23 ) . 8 U U ( ? > . C ri )
3UBRCU M N E  NEOLUl  t «4l»t 8 WIN t S A 4 0 0  I M C A  f  ION OF ROWELL ' 3 ’ V<3« 
( OOCLfcO) •X£*MOO fO F IN D  THE SOLUTION 0. A 5YST>;w OF N O N u l N t A  




















c N POSITIVE INTEGER
c N IS 'HE NUMHER OF VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS
r
c LON INTEGER GE. N .
o log  i s  t h e  l e a o INC DIMENSION OF th e  ARRAY d
*
I PR i n t e g e r .
r. I PR IS USED TO CONTROL OUTPUT
- *F IPP 3 f . 0 . NEQLUt WILL OUTPtjT SI AGX AND -IAG.: Al
(* F AC: ' JACOS I AN EVALUAIIOM. ANi'. OLTPU’
AND f: VERY I PR ITERATIONS
r* JF IPR •_Q 0 . NEQLU I h i l l  output  ►rrgp w - s s a <;es on
- ’ P I PR . r , NEC1. J I WILL 'HiMvn  ^ME : 1 NAt. >: AN')
. AMAX " ‘S I V  V : ; ‘4 * t: .i; a ,
; A»k< I ; ' H 5 ►'UMHER , ACUR I AM t VA .u- ' » JN . -w' • '»>'• ^
•’ •ny " ‘SI ' I v INTEGER
' I T to .I ,< . *, *' H L MUMdER OF f T fc R A T J )N S ALLGtftrC
: a e ' h INTUSLR : s u s c r s n -u v'Ai UE ' i )
m - •- : s ’ J j t 0 T •' Sc v. t Cl SfcAWCH ST c  ^ SeNERAfJUN *'**■'
A ' ' i r .  ' AM PL. '  CNOYOUN'S ap.^hTIo IS USED





i s c a x  r u n  y  <. " - t i ' i U C M U u  YAt.uit • 't i .u »)
j - A A : S -"sfeL' TO a€u tC *  Mtk. T ' PL I C At i Vr  SCALING ► * ’: ‘
•* 'r / a < ; ah U S  * ' ’ > to >:.'NT
J?CA> . ; VARIAJU-  SCALING a AC TORS EQUAL Tt) UN * " '
•4*.) VARIABLE 'K *t. I Wl
ISCA'X. - . ' i *  *HF SCALING *AC TORS STORED IN » * (  i ) *■’ :
* a ( n > (gsg»-sui'»'i*eo).
l i C A X - 2  . uSE r * r  AU "OMA TC ALU Y GENERATED SCALING *• AC '
ISCAF INTEGER. (SUGGESTED VALUE ■* ? )
t ' iCA f  IS USED To SELECT MULTIPLICATIVE.  SCALING pACr > 
FCR EQUATIONS F { 1 )  TO P( N)
i 3 CAi*»o, s i r  e q u a t i o n  s c a l i n g  f a c t o r s  e q u a l  r u  u n t r -'
NO EQUATION SCALING
ISCAF-m , USE TW - SCALING FACTORS ST0R60 IN WA' N *• ’ '
' 0  WA(2»N)  (gSEW-SUR^L I t*D)
I SC A f • 2 ,  USE t h e  AUTCNa TCa l l V GfcNERA Te 0 SCALING FAC f
xACC POSITIVE REAL NUMBER (SUGGESTED VA..UE •’
0SQRf ( m a c *  I Nt  EPS!
X IS ACCEPTED AS A SOLOMON IF 2-NORM OF f *6  SPA* EC 
QUAS I -NEWTON STEP LL. XACC I *MAX( i -NOAW( 0 I AQX *X ) , t 0 
AND. 2 - N C » M < F ( X ) ) L£ OSQNT(XACOT) .
MHePc XACC • « MAX( XAOC . ’ 28 • ODO*MACu INE EPSILON,
FACTOR POSITIVE REAL HUMOUR (SUGGESTED VALUE * '  303 }
FACTOR IS USED TO DETERMINE The  IN I  f IA ^  S'l EP HQCN'J 
I N I T I A L  STEP HOUND *  F A C '0 R *M A X (2 -N 0R M ( l l IA G X *X )  , 1 T  
SPECIAL CARE MUST OF TAKEN IF  X IS  SET TO U ON fc'N r r  
IF P AC * ON . 6 .  3 000 IT N I L -  HE S i *  TO * 3D0
X R F A L ( N 3
X MUST CONTAIN AN I N I T I A L  ESTIMATE OF THE SOLUTION.  
WARNING : SETTING X * 0 OFTEN CAUSES NEOl UI TO « A I .
0 1AGX POSITIVE R E A L ( N ) .
O l A G X ( I )  MUST CONTAIN MUL*  I P L I C A t I V E  SCALING FACTOR
60
0 I AGE
4MR « **ttLC X v » / . *» t *
POSITIVE REAI.(N)
QI ASF' E ) MU 5 r O'-N Ir A IH P <ip
ECUA T! CN “ ( U  , IF 1 SC AF *
Af 'Vf :  SC A i.JNC "A*
! PVT !NfEGb‘ » ( W ) .
A WORK ARRAY USED Tn 3 TORE RIVETING INFORMATION 
,*A1 . WA2 , WA1.NA4 ARE REAL WORK ARRA 'S  OF SIZE N,
l»LJ REAL ( l  OR , N }
4 WORK ARRAY USeO TL' SIDRA Th l  J AC 03 ! AN DR I 'U) FACTORS
:ru SiJBROUMNF N A<AF
F ! 3 TH* NAA'*" (V r *' *■ USER- iU 0 0 ' ! z I 0 • TROu . ■*• 4|*
' U L A 3 'Wfe' “ ...<•. ’ : .N VAL . !" j U ’ i *t '*3 ' D1 " : - *v '- 
Afc ; ’<• t  <rMAl V  a • i *  ;M ' ^  TH-- o ' i - ^ ' 3  ,:Aw. INC •>AND SHOULD BE r t«-N *Oi LOWS
*>Ub(iOU» INE Y, r- }
R E A L M  X ( N ) -f.N)
CALCULATE ”H - HJNOTION VALUES A” X AND 




WgOLDt MILL  FORCE ALL VARIABLES TO Rl; NCN -NF •*•* /• -  'gv*R*' iteration if nonnin v). •
ON RE fURN
X X CONTAINS THg BEST ESTIMATE OP THE S O U  HON OBTAINED
f- ft CONTAINS THE FUNCTION VALUES EVALUATED A’  X,
I FLAG INTEGER
: r  L AG 13 an ERROR INDICATOR NITH the FOl wCWINO ^ . 6 , 0  Li 
l FuAO*0 . A SOl.UT ION HAS BEEN POL NO . i P t  XACC 
S rLAG*T , The  SOLUTION X HAS CONVERGED DU ! 2-NORM*' ■ <. ;
ST IL L  TOO BIG - SOLUTION wav t N f / ' - s - .  
IFLAG»2.  N . L t .  1, OR LDB . LT.  N,
IFLAG«J,  CONVERGENCE HAS BECONf VERY SLOW
1FLAG M, NUMBER OF JACOB t AN EVAl . jAM ON HA j '<e«C.-<‘ID - -  •*1 ‘
I F L A G - S . NUMBER 0*- ITERATIONS HAS REACHED I *M«w
CL 3C«?CGRAMS CALLED * OECObU'. *CN . ; AC06 I MODI LU , P l VO • ,
REON2 0 , SCALE. 0 l R N t O . JMAOU. X2NCRM 
SGLv LU.MULALV, 030 RT ,D A BS.DM AX t , OMSN , 
MAXQ.M!NO.MOD. OS IGN
■*EAL*R 3MACH, X2N0RM
INTEGER l , I PI? I . ITER.  I T£R- . 1 f E B J , 10.  I 3 , NCONV , NFEV . *o  ACL 
REAL*# ALOGM.OERArE.DMAH, ONIN.OMUL* .ERSMCh .ANORN.FNOFW..
$ FnORMN ,FNO»MR, FNOWMU , FNORUJ , PR1 , FR2 . FSMAl -  . * B lj  . a 3 , -S .
$ QNSTEP, RLAM, R1 , R2.SMALL . SR . S 3 . SSR. STEP. THE TA. T I N C . VAC
$ XNQRM, FNOL D ( 10 )
LOGICAL N tM jA C .A D J U S T . progrs
61
C LHeUK IhM’Ui ! tc
IP(N . i  r * o » .  t o e  . L ' . N) GO ” 0 &?o
|p(JAMAX „2 0;  JAWAX* » 0
jf m t m a x  0)  ; tmax*> o
do  n o  i - 1 . n
IP(ISCAX .Mg, 1) oiaox  : ) - .  a
U*<OtAOX( I } 60 0 . 0 }  0 l AO* { ! ) = '  c
l F( ISC AF N£. 1) OiAOHf I )•*!. 0
I F ( 0 1 ARP ( l } £0 0 0)  0 U O M ) - t  0
MO ."CNf**iu6
t F ( NONNfcG .Nfc 1) (JO t o  DC 
20 ’ ?0 I*>,N
X ( l ) « 0 A U 3 ' X ( ! ) )
•?0 ^ONTINUfe 
•10 COM T I MU0
rjjrr ''f M3T AN I G AMO V->AHLr # A : U t* 'i
Ai nQhmi i  CG( a ? o o ; 
f  v^MACH '. ;
XAUC ’ * -MAX ’ f T S  . 0 0 0 * e f,S5ATH , <a 0 '  i 
SMALIOSCR’ ( XAOC ’ ;
f )• ' W6 ' ) *fcT'< *V
t** '«AC": »  Lfc o oou)  factor -s • ooc
c - m i t : a l : zl oouwrgws.
c
i r t w . o  
M j  ACC**0
M' ':NV-fJ
0
C CALCULATg 'Mg *UNCU0N AT *H 6 ')TARMMi
c
CALL *CN(N. * . * )c
C— — - be gin  outer i t e r a t io n  loop ( jacobiam e v a l u a t i o n )
c
’ 30 NJACO-NjACO* 1c
C CALCULATE rwg JACOB I AN MATRIX *fJLU* ‘)T 3ie*fc«eMCU
c
CALu jACO«l (M,LOt .X .F .t «Al  .RLU.PCN)
NEW MO - TRUE
c
Og'gRMlNg SCALING FACTORS (i)IAGX AMO OIACiP) AMO SC*» E ‘ *1
ii*
Call  SCALE (N .L 08 ,  I SC AX, I SC A? . 0 1 Afjx , 0 1 AG* . e t u>
00 HO I • 1 , N
MA 1 < I )»0!AGF< *. ) « * (  i )
no* continue
PN')»W*x 2NORM(N, WA\ )
FNQRUJ*X2NCR*(N.F)
FNORMj •FWORM
C OUfCUf SCALING FACTORS. X, AND f0
.GT. 0)
$ CALL RE^NEOC 1 . N . I TER , NJACC , sNO«M, X , R , 0 I ACiX , 0 I ACiF)
IRRl*i  
C
C DECOMPOSE THg JACOBIAN *SLU“ INTO TO l «U. UHg«c * • *  ANO ‘ U “
C ARE UNIT LOWER ANO UPPER TRIANOULAR MATRICES. ANO




oAlL JtLUCU ^  W , cut*. U»t.u , l r'V r ;
c t e r f * o 
T I N C *  1 000  
i t e r j « t  t e r * !
JP(NJ  ACC - ME * )  ST OMAX
•  —  i*E41N INNER l f  6MAT JON LOOM (FUNCTION EVALUATION)
• 70 I F ( ! T f ! }  . OE . ITHAX) 0 0  ?0 V10
H E R *  I TER+1 
30 ’ 80  l « 1 . N
W A < ( I ) « O U Q X C I ) » X ( l )
>80 CONTINUE
:<NORM*Xt»NO»N(N , WA t )
I N I T I A L I Z E  THC 3TgW VCUNO " ' i T E P *  A '  ’ *E  P ! » 3 T  !*C»»A
, ' : r Z ’< 20 1)  STg»>*FAL TO«*DWAX ’ ' VNOWN , ' 'JUQ ;
CAl L 'M ' iVgC ?C OH*ERMINE rnfe s CAl c J i c AtJC.« >1*: '  ■'WA 
ANO P » g 0 ! C T £ 0  CMAMO-; |N Q lAOi - ' * *
CALL 'J I ?NfeQ( N , L DB , *?, TU. -*NOU«, S T F "  t ^ S T  i l> . *J I AM , 
j  * . i ;  u , ; W  ’ , *A  , mA2 , WA J . W(i« .
90
•oo
CAtCULA*2 NEW ! TCRAtg AND -OwCf; 
l* NONNi-'C FC
AO.uS** FALSE.
r* ? o : *• •, *ai(:)M{;j«wAui )/0i aox( :; 
l .N*  * cw W A | { ; )
A .T j lC T *  TRUEIJ' X' t J Nc 0 OOO ) <50 *0 I 00 
NA3< : } « *N A 1(  1 )
(10 TO 200 
< n « Q , 000
* 2 ^ * A i c n / o u a x ( n / x ( u
IF'«?2 OT, ALOOH) R1*OEXf»(W2) 
* A | ( : ) » « » * X <  t )nau : )*oiaox( t }«:*AK n-v( i))
"0 Sl£ NONNASA ”
0 . 0 CO; oo  TO v . p.
2 (0 CONT INUt
ADJUST STEP SIZE ANO PREDICTS;) C‘4ANNE ) J A(jF * e ( X 5
I F (  NOT ADJUST) 00 TO 220 
3Tgp. i«2NORtt<N,WA t )
C A L L  * O l P t T (  . F A L S E  . . N , L 0 8  . I OV 9 L J .  AA< . a A? ,
CALCULATE the  SCALED DECENT RATE i f  '4€’MjAC F<
2?0 fF (  NOT NEWJAC) 00 TO 240 
OE RATI^C .000 
OO 230 ! » ’ , N
D E R A T C -J E R A T E *< D IA O F ( I ) • * ( ! ) /F N O K * )« N A 2 (  I ) 
230 CON’ INUe
'CR AT E**?  ODO*OERATE/FNONM 
240 CONTINUE
EVALUATE FUNCMON F AT NEW POINT,
CALL BC,Ni N , WA1 , NA4 )oo 2se t,n
NA1( I ) * O U < I F (  I )«WA4( I )




1 ■ * \*  W'rfl'l I t l<JC
*N0*#P«X2N0*N(N,WA2)
:MO#WN*X2NOPW(N. WA I )
FN0»ll«U»X2N0ffMCN ,MA«l )
«5P»0 , 300 
DO 260 l « ’ .N
M A 2 ( ! )  *WA3( 1 ) -WA2(  l }
SP«SP+0A3Sf (WA1( I ) / fno»M;*wa?( I ); 
,«A3( ! )«X( I )*WA1( ! ) /0 !  AfiXf ! )
WA2(l)*WA2<t )/3T6P 
H A l ( I / * W A 1 ( ! ) / S T e r *
280 CONTINUEIP-'W/FWOKW
$<$ -*X2NC»N(N , WA2 )/FNOW«**5t (£0
CHECK Fnw c o n v e n i e n c e .
.'‘•’ "JNSTEC V  XACC * * f'MAK 1 l #NC*KM , * 3nf} }
♦ ANO r-NOWMM N? 0 QCC) '»') " /  ?/«)
! b ( h *QK*U „fc tr,;^At. w / *0  r f < <00
NCONV*NCHNV *• 1
X M C C N V  V  r'0 r C 0 *0
t f ; nc.omv ■ : *■ • '  n c ; inv ' ) ;  ) 'jo u :  h o
CHECK *CW Cw "CNV^N' icNOt  «*'* V ; N - ,’ ::NVl?Wfi‘*:MOL ■
r ?o i ?•*■*?•* i rr *';f( •vowwN .r ). To»ji)0*tf^r;rtiA) \ • *; -*axq< . S vf - 7 ; !' : f £«► •*. t *tN0(N #*» • c >) no ? 1) bit'
f>. CHECK 11* * T 'i ECcSSmNY JO Sfcfc*VAU. A ?L; 'Hb jACttiSAN
‘*’3M»AL-'« )NI I '4 1 ( HHfWW , -HfJkWN )
P*OGXS-*F'5M4wE ;  r Q.'5C0*-s-NO»*N; 'P f n m »*U , 1 '  U CC 
•FUTEWb* OE A AWO, PWOfJk«i) 60 »C 'JC0
io-#oo( i r«», io ) m
I F ( J T g *  . l . f  ! j 2 > GO t o  280
|S «N C 0( fT t fR «S  , 10)*-1
P0«FNOt0< SO)
* S « P N O L 0 ( I S )
F $ 8 * ( F 1 M A t . L / P ,J ) * • ?
{*(*$*> Ci* P$/FQ ANO PPOORS) OO TO 3iC 
C80 FNOt.D( l 0 ) -F$i4A^<*
c provide output if  requested.
: ■ i r » l  . ME . 1 r*«) GO f O 290
CAUL R fP N tO C  2 . N .  ‘ FNQ **N , W* ) .  H A 4 . 0  1 * 0 *  , 01 A . • ,
230
0 OPUA ■ E THE STEP 30UNQ H T £ <> ”
FR2 FNQRttP/KNCP*
IF(F«1 , <3 f , ! 000 . QUO ) p h i - 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
I F ( . N O T .  Nfe'WJAC) 00  TO J00 
: p ( n * a c o  * i0.  ’ ) o u a x - s t e p
OW|N»ONAKi( STE?«0.00000 I 0 0 .U.00000SCO.00)
* F ( FWwRMN L t ,  r*HO»«) 30 TO 300<:
c  N«M JACOB S AN AMO MQ»#< )  IA Q F «F ( X ) ) OSD NOT MEDUCE.
;; ADJUST TMc STfcP >AHAB0l :0 IN I fcftPOLA t SON
PA
RLAHI*0. 500*DEHATE/^ F»1 • •  2♦OBMAT g-* . 0130 )
aLAM-uNA* . , UU , 0*4.'; » v U . . " L A * ,  ,
$TCP»STt:P*«t*W
i ? ( p i t t  ot  i 5 0 0 ) go rn t f u
30 TO 3?0
f*
r  JSE POWfLL'S !bT6P ADJUSTMENT EQUATIONr
300 *LAM»0 • *500
OdlUtT* 1 . 0 D 0 - P » T * * ? - 0  . H50 *(  l . 000'  ►R?**?)
I F (  OWUt-T .UT 0 . 0 0 0 )  GO TO J ! 0 
*3P.«SP*0S0WT( $ P * S P * O M U t f *553**3 )
! F ( S 3 P *  * 0 . 0 0 0  . I T  OWULT) 3 S P * 0 M u i t / i G  QQU 
r i a f u o s q w t p  o d o * o m u l r / s s P ) 
n o  r i n c * o n i n  i ( r l a m , r i n c )
5?Er**0MAX1 (ST EP * T INC.DM I N )
r i n o o m  i n i ( p l a n /  r i n c  . I  QOU)
323 o c n t i n j E
- >: -.tj£ 4n ,<4 m<* <"»' '*,(,*,• A ftl; 3 ’ 3 SMA L L E W ’ !,EN ‘>Cr
-N'jRMN ’ - NORM) GO ' 1 4 0
*NOFMrFN )PMN
:o no -', n
X ( t ) 'N* I f t )
«( ' ; -urn4 f, : }
)30 CUNTINU*
34 0 CON 1 !NUE
♦nr <UOVI)t*N‘S 0>*OA*E AMO MODIFY rHE '* . J ) 
C
-At, „ VVOTf •* A * ' j 1- , N , * PV’ , NA2 )TMUTA-* COO
CAUL MOir U H N . l DR. THE'A.NA2.NA1 ,8LU)
NHWJAO •*' 4 L 3 **.
00 TQ 5 TO
r.
0 CP INNER l o o p .c
110 IP(PN0»M .L T FMORMN) GO TO J70 
00 ISO !•! ,N 
X(I)«*A3<I )
,«( I ) *NA4 ( 1 )
100 CONTINUE
JTO IP(NjACO .Gtt• JAMAX) GO TO 040 
GO TO ' 10
C
;-----£iiO OF OUTER LOOP.
; BEGIN OUTPUT MESSAGES.c
000 IFLAO-O00 001 l-«' .N x< i) **na3(;) f<:> «wa4 ci)50*i CONTINUE
FNO«N*^NO«MN
NFf V-N 3 AC0*N*|TL:N*TIF(I PR NE 0) wPITECO.J000)IT|R#NFSV GO TO TOO C























10 ro M O
C CONVERGENCE SECAMf VERT SLOWc
510 m . A 0*1
W«H6(6. 3100)
10 '0 >00c
c DID NOT CONVERGE AI-YfR • ;A#AX‘ jAOOHlAN EVALUATIONSc
1,40 IFLA0-4
w r :iecu , 14 oo jnj agono ro ?qo
Oi l)  NOT .GNVEROL ■ : ‘ * A X H : r £ lvA T ‘ ONS
v;o :rlAO*-
MR I ? EM. 3100) : fNAX
0 '*’U ri'*tJr #HE *05>T ^rCU*4 f x awo f* VAu'tS 
>00 n;(;i'n . n e . o)
$ CA.. w ( 2 , *4 , . ” LR . 4 * ACO . -NCR# . X , *  , 0 I AOX , J I Au •
RETURN
1000 > *)F#A? ' IX . 4 C>H ! HI; SURROUTINE NFOLU! **'IN0 'Hfe v*-Jrl'.‘N -• ’ ‘
|  U . i r i r f  IT E R A T IO N S  AND , U  . 2 » -* f-C N f , T J ON 'a VA*. - A * I ONS 
MOO *OR*ATf/1X,4*H THE j.OLUrtCN X HA3 CCNVS'-'St 3 lU ? ?-NO :f*( '
$ 4|H |T  ILL  TOO 9 !G - SOLUTION #AY t£ INCvREECT I 1200 RONWATC/**. ?-»h{ 4P«?UR€R INPUT f>ARA#C *FR( S) )
1100 *0RMAT(/5K, 1 >H TMfc CONVERGENCE HAS 8*CO#* VERT SLOW 
1400 PO«#A! (/ix.SOwSuNROUUNi Nfc0‘- Ul OOf-S NOT FIND *Hfe V;».. 1 I 3N A, ' *
$ , 14 , J JH JACOtUN ftVALUAT IOH* )
1500 « C R # A T ( / 5 X #50#SU9R OUTI# f  NEQLUl DOES N O  FI  NO r Ht  50 C’ " N  4 F * • » 
% ,15.I3H ITERATIONS )
END
0
SUORru HNfc* 01 RNEQ( N , L 08 , #E rH , FNOR#, »Tf R , QNSTgf».
► 01AA*,F,«LU.IRVT,$,8S,G ,SC)
ILLICIT *CAUM (A-H.Q-Z)
INTEGER N , LOS,#fTM(IRVT(N;
REAL** FNORW.8UR.0NSTIP
REAL** OIAOF(N),F(N),8LU<L0«,N) ,5(N) ,3S(N I ,1(N) . H U M
f*
C 'OIRNEQ' Of U R #  I NtS THE SCALED SEARCH $T|P ’5' )v
RRQYDfN'S # 8 fH O O (# fT M «  t ) OH ROW«LL‘ S OOG-LtO #STMCO < # ■ *? ■ *
ON ENTRY
N POSITIVE IN I EGER
N IS THE NUM86R 0 *  VARIAHLV i  (AND EQUATIONS) 
LDN INTEGER . 3 £ .  N .
LO i  IS THF LEADING o I we n s  I on OF f Hf. ARRAY 8*.C
RE T M INTEGER.
Mg*M is USED TO SfLlC* SEARCH STEP 
; 4 f f H * 1 ,  SROYOEM’S ST1D IS ALWAYS USED. 
#£TH<*2 , ROWELL'S 000-LEG #f f HOD IS USED
r>tf  A jFNORM EQUALS 2-NCR# OF 01AGF*F
66C
c STEP POSITIVE «EAl .
STEP IS THE STEP SOUNO op 3.
c
c 01 AGP POSITIVE PKAt.(N).
o o i Art** c t ) n  the scaling pacton POW equation
c
e BLU PEAL(L0S,N>. _ ra ,
c 3VJ CONTAINS THE (t., U ) FAC TORS Of ' Hfc - A l AN 4A<ftiX
, PVl IN TEGEft(H).




o.ao *OPK ARRAYS Of SIZE N
*
c •)M Rfe TURN
r
C :n v e p reAl .
* G N S I S  *HL SCAi Z-J ■ *V»?" OP fnl‘ VOAril ■, < >
r
s RE A) , M '
C ■A !i 'Hi. SCAlSO St ARCH STEP-
-*
IS RhAt rn
3S IS F.giiA, TO TMt "SCALES JACOB 1 AN*S
C 3Ufcf> «0GNAN3 CALL&O * PIVOT, X 2NORM♦ VOL V; U. AUL PL v . - 'i v *  * 
Wkl*H 'TJNC »M
i n t e q i *  :4ialH  alpha.ai,a?,m%o.**u.so?.vi*m,%h»*m
$
C CALCULATE Th E I.HJAS1 -NENTQN Stgl* ‘3*.C oo no i-nNS(0**ot4’o**u>**u)




C IP THIS S T | P  1$ S # A L L« *  THAN "STEP* THEN USE M I S  3 T f »
;»f(ST6P (IT. 0 . t « 0 0 « 0 * i S T t i » )  $Tg!>*QN$TEP
Jh*(3TEP ,Lt. QNSTCP .ANO Ml** Mfc. 1 AMO N O !  t) 00 f -»
C





t s c  I > A L P H A *S O (  t )
• i o  c o n t i n u e
ftfcTUKN
c
c CALCULATE STEEPEST OESC ENT OIPECMON, 0 * - J  E
C
149 CALL *U LP LY (  . T * U I ,  ,M ,L O S,  I PVT, BL U , BG.3>
$NAMO*X*NOA*<N,Q)
IP ( S M » * 0  CQ. 0 . 9 0 0 )  00  TO 120
w*aS>"2




00 150 I«1 ,N0(1 )*0(l J/SNRWC ISO CONTINUE
FIND THE APPROXIMATE LOCAI. «INIWPA ALONG N Ol^ tC
CALL MULRLY( .PAi.SE. .N.UDS, IPVT.rjUU.U.Dri) SNRMJO«X*NORM(N,efl)
nm i •shrmo/smiipu o/sm»mu<jIK*(ST|P OT. RMU) 00 To 170
USE the STEEPEST DESCENT STEP
ON
OO ISO I*1 .Ws(:)-STgp*o<i;fi3( i >«sTfep**<0(::160 CONTINUE ■Ji’.iP N
!N f E‘? '')I.At i SliitPEST DESCENT 
Ofcf E^MIN* "wC S€AkC‘- S'?*3
e;* and guASl * o  ■'•ton s
?e su2«( ^ / ste;1)**?QNSD*f RMU/SNkMO;•(FNUPN/STcP) **2A ’ ’ 000-SD2 V( ' 0NS0-S02 )*OsQ\<Tf (ONSO *' 000 !••** t ((gNS^ £P/ST|P)«*2-1 SDO)»(1.000A2».(1 QQ0*A';*»WU 00 150 Ifc’.N
" (  ; ) - A 1 *H( I ) ♦A2« -♦( I )S3( : ) • - A ’ *01 AGP( i ;•*( i )*42*dG( ( )’80 CONTINUE Rfturn cNOSUBROUTINE AUU'LV( fRANS.M.LDB. JPVT , RLU .0.80)IMPLICIT RIAL*« (A-H ,0-1)
logical transINTEGER N.LOB,IPVT(N)(IfAl *A BLU<L0t.N>.Q<N).»0<N>
SUBROUTINE AHJLPLY CALCULATES MATH I X-VECTQH PRODUC r 0 
fS « Q (TRANS .EQ- TRUE )80 ■
1 * Q  (TRANS .10. PAUSE )
***** THE MATRIX 8 IS STORED IN PACTOR12£D *V«M
T
8 * R • L • U
C JN €NTRy
/**r
7 A NS •C Q IC Aw. . „
* BANS INDICATE 'MHETmE* f 0 'Ai<£ 'ME 'RAN5ROSE OP 
MATRIX 8 OR NOV SEi EQUATION M )  ANC ( V
c n POSITIVE INTEGER.c N is THE OfttiR 0M‘ the matrix a IN ( 15 and I 2)
c
C LOS INTEGER .tf. N. „,• L0« It THE LIAO I NO 01 MENS I ON OP TMP ARRA f 8LU .
IPVT
nlu
t N T 6 0 e » ( N ) .JPVT CONTAINS ' <1: Pivot SN3 l Ne‘Q»*A T I ON . ; 2 'He 
IN U U ' I O N  (2)
1 E A . . U C 6 . N )THg LOWER TRIANGULAR PA.JT OP I.LU CON!A INC HI ~ 
Of EOLATION (2).
THH UPPER TP I ANGULAR PART f>  fRJ  CONTAINS ’ **e J 0- EQUATION (2)
P&Al(N).o I'i THE VECTOR TO 8* MUtTIPt IEO
ON PH TURN
IQ ?t A..' V 'no : s lv* :nec sy ' 1;i?Q OVERWRITE 0 !N Hfe C»U - INN PW''G*A’A .
:itct3c * i. ; a 1, i"’,. a 
Pc A*.** SU**Iw'w GI ", GO tn *00 P0( / .u f‘. ’)*0(!/-Jht URN‘00 I *( IRAN'S) GO H ' sC
CALCULATE »>C - >i * 0
JO '.20 I--.'*GUN*3 OOU 00 ho ;«I . ’4
3UN*3liN*S' ’J'. I . J )mQ< J )", 10 CGNMNUE
0Q( I )- iuN
<?3 continue00 U0 **2,N INI*N*< ♦ 1 
t » ( M i  ► *SUN-0 300 OC I 30 J-l.INISU*-SU**0LU(I.J)««C( J) 
l 10 CONTINU:1Q{:)*8Q(1/♦SUN (40 continueCAUL PIVOT(.TRUE..N,1PVT,9Q) 
return
CAwCUUATE 80 » TRANSPOSE(&) • 0
*C0 CO ’80 :»*.N 0Q(I)-Q(*) 
i $ e  con r H u eCALL R!V0T( CAUSE.,N4IRVT.8Q;00 1*0 ;P’«2.NHIP wSUN-0.30000 1 * C j« t P t , NSUJA-SUNcOUUC J, I >*0Q( j >I/O CONTINUE
§0( d -gqc * )*su.p
1*0 CONTINUE00 200 «*1 ,*
AA * -
A A ’ M IK 
AATH J X
U . V i* J
00 100 J« I . I




*►: t u rntNQ
SUBROUTINE OiCOU’J ( N . L O b , S i  U.  : f'VT )
I t O U C I T  »6AU*9 <A - M , 0 - f  5 
IMf i -GcR N . e O S .  I l ' V T ( M )
R6Ai ,«r4 B w U (U O S.N )
3 SyBRCUf IRE OECCi.U nCCCMPQSES ’’•-‘ l* ‘AA*<»!* Bt U 1*A»C *-<K ■' »
<* ^  AM (JMJ' tOWtR  TRtANUUIAM MA f R l -< " L “ AMO AN >y p *t * T ^ I & s v ,
-  A l t  R I X ' . ) * ,  '*Ht;R£ * AMO f 'V F ’*WR| f>: ” <l.V'
i' )N t*i r R v
*•
i >f; s ; T i v»* ; n i h 3»* '*
vi * •; fMc M FMW» 'V* VAR; A i  . c 3 ( AMO - ; ua  r : >. >
-> .  J t I N W  << 31'. A 
LOO ! >  f H v . - A ? I  MG 0 f *'> N3 I ON * <»• ARRA 7
- i t  j <H. At. : "H . N)
Be.- “’JN T A I N 3  THU' Na TRJk r c  d: CUCOMROSse
* * »F rU>iH
? i/L*J <H: At. , _ JK . A )- ,t.j -CNTAIHS fHg (i. . J 5 FACTORS or fMg IMRJf 1LU *A* < ! 'c fH * ;. FACTOR 13 iTORtD IN THF (.0*8* 1*AR* Or RLwc rue RAC! OR IS STORtO IN fHg UPPER PART OF «U
c0 :*>V* i?mGl:*(N) .C IPVt CONTAINS Tm£ PIVOT INC INFORMATION
Ccr 3U«»CU f INES Oai.cCD - 3MACH , OAiS .
C »gAl.*t 3 AACH INTEGER 1 * J,K,KP1 ,N *£A».«* T,fPS FPS-SMACHC I )JO ISO *•* ,N!F{* SQ. N) QO TO !SO <oi»*♦(
m**
QO 110 I*KP1.N:R(0AdS(8LU( i. <)) .or. oAfconjij (*.■<)); 4*:t :0 CONTINUEI pvt(<;um 
00 120 J • 1 . K **»l4.U< A. Ji $LU(N.J )»§UI(«,J;<SLU<*.JW120 CONTINUE1F(T .|Q. 3.000) 00 TO t&O OC 110 (-KPI.NNLU< I , K )*BLU( I ,K)/T130 CONTINUE00 150 J*KP1,M T«$LU(ft.J }
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CC rwn SUBROUTINE DETERMINES 1ME ( L , *J ) FACTORS A?*-'* A ’AN*C ON1* CORRECTION IS ACCEC
cC ,.(WEW)U(NEW)*l <OI.O)U(Ol D ) * T X y - ( * /
CC WHERE L‘S ARE UNIT LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRICES,C U’S ARE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRICES. *NOC THEY ARE BOTH STORgO IN *Hg MATRIX *CLU"0 T IS A SCALAR.C X ANO Y ARE TWO COLUMN VECTORS-
ON ENTRY.
W POSITIVE INTEGER.
N : S *h * ORDER CJ- - OR u FACTOR'*
../« * N f EGE R Gfc N
LOO l'i Th k LEADING OIMENStON )• A»R*v 3LU
A wr » m
« -i JE‘: I NED IN < 1 )
AuX t '*cgf;neo IN ( ' )
?£At !: * ■v i S OE*INeC in (';
8LU RIAL(LON.N),OLU CONTAINS THE FACTORS »{OLD) AND U T OLD) ON iN ! RY
ON RETURN
T.X.Y ARE DESTROYED ON RETURN.
BLU REAL'LOS,N).BLU CONTAINS L(NgW) ANO U(NEW) ON RETURN
REAL** SMACK INf-iGt* l . !»’ . i REAL** C.ERSMCM.P.g.W.ZC*Tg^ SMCM«SMACH(1)DC HO 1-1 ,NW-Y(I)/tLU(M)R«X<l)*C8LU{I♦I)-8UJ(I,I)*v(l )*^I*(0A8$(8LUn . I)) lT EPSMCH) BLU( I . I / *C3: GN( & PS-'ACH , <l l*( I .60. 8) 80 TO HQ 0»y<I)*C/8LU(I.I ) l R 1 • I ♦ !DO 110 J*IM,NX(J)«X(J)-8LU(J.I)*X(tJ 1LUCJ. I ) -8Lw{J.I)*X(U)*Q|»R»V(J)T{J)*Y(J)-W*«LU(:,U)«LU(!.J)*8LU(i.JW





i m p l i c i t  r e a l m  ( A - H . o - r ) iwreseR n.lds
REALM !C(N).*■•(«}.WA(NJ ,01.U(LO«,N;
SUBROUT INE JACOBI EVALUATES IHg JACOBIAN BY FORWARD 01 FMRENCE APPROXIMATION ANO RETURNS THi R2SULT IN 8lU
GN ENTRY
'4 POSITIVE INTEGERN IS '’HE HUMBER OK EQUATIONS ANO VARIABLES.
LOB IWfEQE^  3E. N,•.(>0 is TMc LEADING DIMENSION ok tmk ARRAV f»LU.
*cAl(N IV IS * *£ 'HINT AT WHICH JACOB I AN *S *r' Rfc* EVAlUATrO
REAL IN >




*A ? r A w 'N ) ■
« A  i S  A WORK ARRAY
t - M  SOEROUTtNE NAME
i ? N  , 3  THt  NAME 0 -  f Ms USER-  iUPRL t EO S U f lR OU * IN-  * * I ' ^
C ' "AuCULATES rwe ULNC * tGN VALUES KCN AUST Tfc 
AN EVTERNA^ STATEMENT IN THE j W ' i  CALLING 
ANO ShOULO «E n » I Tt e n  as FOllQWS.
|>BO>i«A*
C
c  SwBROUTINE ACN(N,A.P)
C REALM *(N),R(N)
c CALCULATE TNK FUNCTION VALUES at X ANC
c RETURN THIS VECTOR IN in* ARRAY f




c i L J
R£AL(LOB.N)•
OLU CONTAINS THE APPROXIMATE JACOB I AN EVALUATED AT 4 ,
REAL*! 1MACH INTCOCR I.JREALM 0«LXJ,fM.«M#CH.Xj fOQim:H*SNACH( 1 }£P$*0#AX 1 (OSQRT< IRSIACH), 0.00000100) 00 120 J«1,NXJ«X(J)OELXj•€M*XJIF'OElXJ SC 0.000) OELXJ-IPSX(J )*Xj*0BLXJ0ELXJ«X(J)-XJCALL RCN<N,X tWA)X<J)»*J 00 »10 N ’,N8LU(I,J >*(NA< !>-*(!))/OELXJ HO CONTINUE 120 CONTINUE




IMPLICIT REAL** (A -H .O -E )
LOOlcal trams integer m,ipvt(n)
R EA L* !  V (M )
c
C SUBROUTINE PIVOT PERFORMS r Hh PfcRMU TAT 1CNS:
f  I » V T ( N - 1 ) ...........I PVT ( I ) ON TH* V - C * 0 «  V (TRANS .E g,  TRUE )
n I PVT{ \ \ PVT (N -  1 ) ON ?i:C VECTOR V ( TRAMS EO. FALSE
C ON ENTRYc/* TRANS logical.V PERALTA IONS ARE PERFORMED ON V l ’<i the FO* LrNlN'i SCgu^ V0 I PVT(N• ' ;, . , IPV1(: ). :► TRANS tg. f Rut
, f»VT( 1 } . . , l PVT( N * u. »F #mAN$ CO * Ai.SE .
» M v sr :ve intc-scrr H S3 t h e  CRt'EP OF V
;pv* :n r LSt r< ‘4).
l » v r CONTAINS *Hfc PIVOTING INFORMATION
V REAL(N)
V SS t'H? VECTOR T'- Pf?RNMTAf ED
- CN RE 'r URN ,
c v r e a l ( n )
: V IS Th e  R^RMUfATfcO VECTOR
INTEGER I .J .K.NN1  
REALM T 
nmi*n - i
|F(NMt . L i  0 )  RETURNoo no am ,m»*I «*C
IF(TRANS) l*N-K 
J » f r v t < 15 
T»V(I  )
V ( I ) » V { J  )
V (J )*T
5 1C CONTINUE 
RETURN 
«N0
SUBROUTINE RCRNEQC ICASE.M, r-R.MJACO.FMORM.A.F.OIAGX.UI A(ii-
IMPLICIT REALM ( A - w , Q - i )
inteser  ICASE.N.ITER.MJACO
REAL*! PNO*Nf X ( N ) , f <n ) , o i a g x <n ) , o : a o f ; n )
C SUBROUTINE RfePNEQ PRQV:0iS THE FOI.lONIMS OUTPUT:c
0 !CA$S * t, OUTPUT VARIABLE AMO FUNCTION SCAl IMSS,C X, F , ANO FNCRM.





st^p; :Si|si, ,{ -.<iC’ f’ J ' : . U-vV 'U ^ mmsmmm “.15* J -iUsiL*-.ifciSMfeiSis^S
o u o t* o y o c c o u *. *> o v t..* i; o y o y o t* t> y o o o o o
*** ‘ avw>*
MfftTCd.  1800)1* 
r e t u r nU00 FORMAT(///SX.8HAT TMg.’4,2fK TH JACOBIAN EVALUAT i On ’ Hfc* .
♦ 38HSCAUNC FACTORS OiAOX AND OUQs AR* J1200 FQRMAT(/2X,1«H(CIAGX( I ), I »',N)* * 3 E 1A - f>/ ( 20* . 3 F * 4 f,) j1300 PORMAT(/2X. t*H{0!AGF( I }.I« t.N)« . SU4 8/f ?0*, Ifc U 6))
1400 P0RMAT(//2X,6HAT T H € . U . 1 r>H TH ITERATION. THE NORM OF OlAfi*♦ ZHlf.Ell 8)
1-500 F<JRMAT(/$X, 11 M ( X ( l ) .  I • 1 . N)» , 5E 1 3 . B/< * RX . 3€ 1 • 8 >)
I UOO rORMAU/SX, t 3H ( F ( I ) , I •» I , N ) « , SE l *j * / M  8* . %c '■ i 0 ))
£N0SUBROU T ;N* SC4Ll;(N. LQB , ISCAX, ISCAF. 0; AGX . J1 AGF , «u )IMPLlCi T R€A1.*8 (A-*.*W;INTEGER M.LDS,ISCAX,'SOARREAL*8 OIAGX(N) . OIAA.*(N ) .Rlu' u w .n;
cC “UaRCC* * l N€ OCACg *»*wM;M€ SCALING *• AC^ CRO JIAGX, t! agj*
( I f  !*»;♦ FRGVtOfcO) ANC scale  the *•**»:< h*.u
- ON EMfRV
r 4 Sf'% I T 1 y »* ISFTCGER
t* S .1 THF ORt>*» f)t* Thw J*c H i  am
; VESER C>f 'HAM 4
r l UH i s  The lf.a OINC. 3J**fN3I tn >  APRA •* Nv>
»* .SCax : s i t k (SJGGfeST-F J vA*.yC * 3 • }
C : r  * '  i s ' i £3 T ? SE.. !.C T MU'. f i PL I C A : I V ; SC *» ! NC
t* ‘ GR ^ARl •HLgS X (T ;  #s <(M)
: s c a x * o . S f # VPPtARL S SCALING FACTORS EQUAL TO
r NO VABIAMLE SCALIMG
IS C A X - ' .  USE TMt SCALING FACTORS 3TOP«0 IN «A(  * ) * '  
*A(N) . <i*SER-SUP*H f t # * .
ISCAXkf.  uS€ TWf AUfOMATCALlT <lg#**AT«D SCALING * ACTOR*
ISCAX TV'EGBR. (SUGGESTED VACUA • f>(STAR IS USfO TO SELECT NUL f I At ICAT t VE SCAUNC *.'» fOUATtOMS F( 1 ) *0 F(*)S«r EQUATION SCALING FACTORS I QUA TO UNI'*'. '
NO tOUAflON SCALIN#I SCAR* USE THE SCALING FACTOAS '4T3»eO IN MA■'* * - , f© *A(2«M) (USEA-SURFLUU)
15CAF-2. USE TM| RUfOMATCALLV GENERATED SC*l INC -A.; '  *»? >
DIAGX POSIT IV* »*AL(N).
OlAGX(t) MUST CONTAIN MULTIPLICATIVE SCALING FACTOR : 
v a r i a b l e X(I). if ISCAX . 1
OtAGF POSITIVE TEAL(N)OIAGF< I ) MUST CONTAIN MULTIRLtCA'iVe SC Al INC. FACTOR EQUATION F( I ), IF ISCAf * 1
U J  IFAL(LCO.N)
BIU CONTAINS THE JACOBIAN ON ShfR-'
ON RETURN
01AGX POSITIVE REAL(M).
OUGX(I) CONTAINS MULTIPLICATIVE SCALING FAC t OR *Ok 
OtAGF POSITtVC REAL(N).
OtAQf’i!) CUN f AiN5 iCAw - f,-'UwK
8LU tfALCtOS.M)too is the scaleo jac'jsiaw, : *- * i8LU(OUr)*0UGF*3LU< tN)*0!AG:'
l N rtOER I,J »*4L*I AMAX(p(n or. i) oo ro no 
CAse * equals i
Of AfjV( » )fc } OQO 0 f AOf(1)»i OQO SO TO 000
* -Q i - <  ,3  'A*  N t  i } f3G T0 ‘ 40
*,'|M V , AQX "C rn U
:g i G OC ‘ ?C■'iv{ »x(;'■to on r;nu.• ;0 OONfflLb4C I • f nZA - Vc 2 ; ‘iO rn :-C
<*! N6 '-l Ant*
UO '50 I*'.3 A*AX-C 000;I0 ;SOJP( 0A88(0LU( ; , - / ) 3’ ■ AtAAX) A«AX • OAhS(OLu !,1 50 CONTIHU*
.80. 0 000) A*4X»i too u? 0 00! 00) lM**g OOtOO 01 A(iF< l )• 1 .00O/A*AX l|g CUNMNU6
apply oiiop ro itu
•TO js*(;SCAP . ff, 0) 00 tq 800 00 100 I - * .H 00 '808lU(! . J)«8LU(! , J)*01A*I*( t )180 CCNMNUl•to cownouf100 PMI3CAX .81. I) 00 ro 100
OUrt**!#! 01 AQX
oo noiilxAO lotJO 810 I*1,NIP£QA8S<8LU( I , J)> QT AHAX) A*AX#0A8S<8LU( i . 2’0 G08 fINU€|F(AfAAX .80. 0.800) A#AX*t.0Q0 0;a<JX( ; )«AMAX 820 CONTINUE
APPLY 0!AQX TO 8LU.
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x j n o r m c o m p u t e s  2-n o r m of the n -v e c 'or *.
'Hts SU8ROUTINE IS  RASED ON AN UUE rO ‘ M*'*
’ OMS 4 ' I 9 7 A ) , OP > ’»* 2 I THE 2-NOOW IS CONOijt >i) 5 '  a v , 
»,•{♦ SUN OF SQUARES IN THREE ACCUMULATORS APPROPRIATE 
AR8 USED TO AVOID OVERFLOW AND UNOe*FLO«*
v * . . „'jRtj-,. * *: vscAt:nos
R E A L * 8 SMACM INleDER J
l £i?0 .ONE.^-S. er*SQRT , WSMI . SSM*. .XOIG. S« r*. A* 
DATA EPS.ZERO.ON*/0 .000,0 000,!.000/
Xr c er*S r,r ZERO) GO to m o
AME'J.ASM- .AX
♦ j: U JJJ3 T £N rtiV, COMPUTES RANGES ANO SCALING - ACrC*'> * 
3 ! C, ’*eOIUM. ANO SMALL NUMBERS
l ->s-smach( i;*-P3S»- *dsort(£ps; -<sml*cso»T(Smach< 7) )*eoso»vr S-*M» ^ *SML#EP3QRr x3is-:sort(Smach(3);
S3 I0 - X<3 :.J * e RS
MO Af» 1 j*. ’ L^O 
AMeD^FRO 
AS'41 -ZERO
DC '40 M 1 , N 
a <-CA83( ■<' - ;
5 •* ' AX L t  * 8 M )  - 0  r e  MC
AX IS 3 1 0. scAI.U re AVOID nve'xFLCN
A0IS**A8n«(  AW/S8 !G)**2 
QO TO 140
M O  ;*<4X . LT. X3M..) GO TO 130 
AX IS MEDIUM. NO SCALING
AMED-AMEDnx**2
GO TO ;40
AX IS SMALc . scale  to av oi d  underflow
’ 10 ASML*ASML*(AX/SSML)**?
!40 CONTINUE
COMPUTE SQUARE ROOT ANO A0-U$T FOR SCALING
. IF(AS IQ .10. ZERO) GO TO 1SQ
X2NGRM«S8IG#0SQRT(!G*(AME0/S8IG)/S® IS) 
r e t u r n





r e t u r n
END
APPENDIX II
Single Point Program Sample Input Pile
79
SAMPLE INPUT FILE - SINGLE POIKT PROQRAM
Tc (*K)' pc(,tB)' p*olute(8/Bol)' AVAP' BVAP' CVAP*
V8olute*ca3^wo^* * TB. o W K>
^solute' n 
EQK, P(atm), T(*K)
V(ca3/aol), b, a, ij,
*2 * ^2' *3' ^3
e.g. Naphthalane/Carbon Dioxide at T * 45*C
304.2 72.8 128.19 7.01065 1733.71 201.86 125.86 491.2
10 6
1.71-09 87.05 318.15
129.35 42.9 0.361+07 0.9825 0.50
6 .1K-0S 1.000 1. 761-02 1.000
APPENDIX III
Single Point Prograa Sample Output Pile
81
K*i U , l “ t,N) i
12053H*03 43017E#02 ,36?#7E*07 99*696*00
7*> II2&-0J . 296471-0 « <j‘>773fe-03 .489041*0 <
{ f c j j.; * •. h } h
. io‘- % n - w t - 14 2n t - vj - . 3«9?',E-01 55*mf-i5
- t vuat- n - 77790S * U - i04tit - n i*600t~’b
'ttfoKRAruke* vh b7 onoo*f* solus:, pv.
^(jl VE‘ i , 'ri { N CO**OUNO % *5.00 fcQU1118*IUN CONSTANT
% n94r*0C
- ifnfU-K
* ’<C V 'a.- 
•  !70000*0s?
APPENDIX IV





















































IM » U C IT  OOUdLi A N |< |||!O N  f 0 - 1 )
T M *  p r o q r t *  u t * t  ch#«»lc*t th e o ry  t o  w k t U t «  t o l u o l H t  
o f  l o H d  t o l u t o t  fn  • a o « r e r < t i c « V  M ^ 8 » .  I t  w *W  tho  V*n d#r  
M#*1 #0 u « t io n  t o  e o l o u l t t #  th o  fuft o t t y  co*f*<«*•"** On* CO»- 
pound i t  fo ro o d  u t t h  3W to  W ont odttfdu lo t  around th o  to lu t o .
Tho d « t *  f i t *  f *  ONCHIOOiOA*
etMiMSiON r c ( i O ) * M c o o ) . o ( u r ( i i ) , o i i L P ( t o )0fMUNSICM X< 10).t*A(i0},OA< 2000)DIMENSION F<lO?,VfXP(S).ff«W)ll(S).f'»€S<^ ).VOLyOC(5) 
COMMON 0.*T,fl('0).A( <0, 10)
COMMON 30L2.fcQ*
COMMON *JN
P'CN '% m tu o ro u t  1no te  <»v* W *tO  tn #  noni1n«»«i» r*Q^*t * o»«t
fXTe*NAL -*CN
O p * n ( 3. f i W* ‘ noq lu • out  ) 
Op#n( ? ,  ! *■ ! o ■* ’ phchleQd out ’ ) opyr* (. ?, h  11§*' p»»cn ic04.4lOl ' )
THo *ol'ow<i>y uatuO * <*r* r#.tp from  tho  O tto  f i 1* ■■PNCHICtn .Ca *
TC(.d) *n«| Pfl(4 )»*.O io«nt c H t i u l  te *o ** '« tu r« t  <«) m o  m o tt , *  d* 
C M *«*o tu to  n o W C u lm  wfH'jht
AvAt> tnd UVAP *mJ CVAP • t O W t *  A n t o i n e  COO* f i c 1 o n t *  
V S C L l 0 * * o W t *  t p O C l M c  volutwu 
t r t * t o l u t *  OOl Mnq t * o p  (A)
M «nu*P*r o f c - i f  t o n *  in  t o  t u t *
SN «nu*Ptr  of » © W * n t  noW C utO t In  th #  c l u i t i r  
T « t# M p # r * tu r#  4r* h * W l «
YKXP«OftpO"l*ont* I t o W O l l l t O O  f o r  th o  p r * t t u r # t  rood in &fe - •
1 * t # r  In  th #  p ro q rp o  th #  f o t lo u ln q  p ro  * 1 * 0  r # * d  f r o o  PHCH1C33. 3 * *
X ( I ) ( I * ? . N ) «  In  11 1* 1 o u o o to t of o * r l * b l * t
X ( 2 ) - 6  X ( t ) * A  v*n  dor* * « o l«  CO*r f ' c W r t  . 
X ( 4 ) * * o l *  1r a c t io n  o f  *o  W ant  
X ( f ) » t u d * c 1 t y  coof t  leone o f t p lv e n i  
X ( t ) « o o t o  f r a c t i o n  o f t o W t a  
X ( ? ) » f u o * c H y  c o o f f W o n t  o f t o l u t o  
X ( i ) * # O l P  f r o o t  1on o f  c o n p l*«
X ( l ) « f u o * e i t y  c M i H c m e  o f c t  »o’ *»
P t g j ( I ) I » 1 , 5  •  p ro ts u ra a  o f  f W #  e « p # r l » * n t a » d o t *  p o in t *  *?«o 
*bov«
VOLVMK t ) I * 1 . 5  • fn . t l p l  9U**S*4 o f  tr*o vO‘ uno f o r  u*c  > pro*%^»>* 
t h o t *  c o r  rot pono t o  X( i ) m o  g o o o  g u o . i # ' .  n r  
important•••••••*»•**'••'*•••*••**•*•*••*•••***•••**•••**•*• •**•**»••*• ••••»*
« tA 0 (  1 . •  ) fC {4 ) , AC< A ) . CMM.AVAP. iVAP , CVAP, VS0L JO. TP
* « A © (1 .* )M .S h
« 6 A 0 ( * . * ) T
N « A 0 ( 1 . # ) ( y t X P < i ) . t « i . S )N*«
CALCULAMNQ fHC VAP0* PPtSSURt' Of TH( SCLUTt
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«fA0(1.•)<P»I5(I), I •* 1 . S > *£A0(l,*)<VOUUAC(I),t * 1« S)
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> • **•*#••*••♦**-» W************ «-**♦••.«***' ♦ ** «•«».> **«, ♦ ;
# t t  (coun t*(cou nt*ti«ilH^fe(!00uit>
X(1)*V0LUn«<(COUNT)
SOLl* ( l*3At* *XA 'V 30tlOP<P-l »5AT) / l l f> ) / !>
•••••••••••••••••••••••^ A^ a^as*********************************
CALL1*0 NfOLU. tHt SUOftOUtlNt: TO SOLV€ tHl SYSTEM OP *ONLl**A* 
EQUATIONS
CALL NIQLU(*• LNA,1 PA. IPtAO» ! SCAM, ISCAP, XACC.
§ FACrOA.X.f, |WA,«lA,PCN.HO*ilNEG>
M * | t| (* .1 t1 )
I f i  P Q * N A f r ( X ( I M - l . N >  * ' )
N * l t i < * . 1 4 3 > < X ( I ) ,  l « t , N )  
uArt ica .  t m
i % 7  PCHIHIATC • (P ( t ) ,  M  , H  ) * • )
* I H T « < 3 , U 3 ) < P U > . l - , .*>." Y3f**< *)♦*(•>
3)  CON ftHUE
U »lT | (t .  l - M ) t , r . Y 2
i n  P O » * A r ( / ,  , TfcW^>iRAnme*• . P 7 . ? .  ’ * >>*USS3y*l« . *3 . 4 . ‘ AT* V.LuSiL
$ ( T V * * . 0 1 * . # )
MAtt|(2f 17?)SN,£QK
U ?  POW*AT(/# ’ SOLVENTS (N CCWPOUNO • ‘ . r  6 . ? . s OX, * 5* QU IL I0H l U* ^ n^Ta n ?
$ * * , 010  5)
€ft«0»(  (Count )*< Ytxf*( icouwr ) - v ? ) * * 5
N * ! T * ( " , •)* **»nA -  1 , ***0*U C O U *T )
’ 4 7 ilMO 4,  * 1 0 . 3 )
14 1 PO*NAt(/\ s 11 .1 .  IX. t • 2 . 3 . 3X.E i i  . 5 . jX.E »2 3.  3* . * 1 2 *> >
(P< tCOUNf wf. >)OOTO 617
85
S3Q*e*tfOK( 1 ) *tfft*ON( ? )*l«»0»( 3)«t H«OK<4 )*fRNO«< 3 ) wA(?*<•,*)' IQ* • •,*QA,* S3Q • *.330
TKm PollowlNq tM* <td juscmqnt:* to Oftt#*"***** **«* no* t»j*t * *»
b w t  # q u < 14br  1 u*» by UA*»M> 00108* SECTION.




EQA«(0 . 1 9 1 tS i*0C LTA ) ♦fcDLC SO TO \ 
f * 0 ( P
1 * (  l I Q * . 8 0 * 2 } Then 
fO«a«ftO«
3 3 0 2 -3 3 0  
1 * 0 1P
(P < (P L A O .IQ .2>3302*330 
IP ( (  PL AO. f  Q . 1 >3301 "33Q
t M i  1t t h b  cortv*rg#ncA c r U i r ^ i  14n*






tw* i +***4 86S$Q1«SSQ2«Q*3« <0. *• 1 m*OCL rA)♦* o* 0COftofQKtICQK-JGOtO I 'CMOIPfPUAGot•0L0»2QK290Ht«tOHt
CQXMQK1Otl?A*AiS<fOHI-00L0)$$Q2*3SQ1iQK1« < o. tl §0 34 * Oil T A ) *80L0IQK*€0*ttCQN«1
goto i7?1 w*ITt(*.♦ £QK1 * *.£QKt,‘ 3S0i * *3SQ1M*ftI(Vtr ft0*<2 * ’ ■' S302 « *,3SQ2STOP fe’NO
cc
c SU8POU f t *1 >*CN< H, *, f )IMPLICIT OOuBLe POICISIQN <A-M,g-*)
common p . n t, ri (* o). a (i o, i o >COMMON 30 L 2.:QK COMMON SN
0IM6NSI0N S€C< 0) .Twuot 10)OIMfNSICN P( *0). <( M)C
C Cetcutetlng t*'0 VUW centimeters as a ^unction ot no to ‘'‘swi W  •- 
C 32-0.0 313*0.0 S2ZA«0 0 32A«0.QP!P3T«OLOO(A(1)/(X(1)-X(2)))POUPrH»OLOC((P*X(!))/AT)00 30 I-4.M.23ZA*32A*X(|)•(A(t,|)»»0.3)
sza*$za*x<i>•*(t >M3 POPMAfdf 10.5)$Z«S2*x<l)3fC(I)«i(I)/(X(i)*x(3))20 CONT1NUC00 27 UA.N.3TM1P0(!)•< 3*A(t,t)**0.3*S2A)/(X(t)**T>27 CONTINUC00 21 IM.N.2 00 21
$22A«322A*X(|)*K(j)sA( I, j)
20 CONflNUfcC
C Th*s« er* the nine functions to to ovetuoted that ore seocosea t-,C envoi tiro. *«c t > i s tno Von dor Moots COS. P(2) 1s t*# V*1MC •. p<3) Is tho VOtN OOPSilOtsr A. p(4) 1s thet the *Oi* trjctlen* m,(>.C envoi toro. P(3) 1* the expression tor tho sole fraction o* ?n* w*,»C P(t»7,t) ere expressions for the tugotsitv cost Monts or the stiver ,C sO»vto( end eoeotox rsseectlve»y. P(f1 is tho expression fur t** #»r,C ffOAtlon of the coop lex 1n tor ate of the octet 1 ibrlw* cone tort IQ*









































SUBROUTINE NCQIU<*,U»A.I PR.IFLAO.ISCAX.ISCAP.XACC,FACTOR,X.- , f MA.MA,*C*.NONN EG)IMPLICIT REAL *9 ( A - H, 0 * £ )INTEGER N,LWA, |PR.I FLAG.ISCAX,ISCAF,IMA(N).NONNEC REAL** XACC . FAC 'OR.X(N) , « \ H ) , .**( M. ' / external fcn
SUBROUTINE NEQLU PARTITIONS THE MURK ARRAY "NA* AND CA). „S MORE GENERAL SU8RQUT INF "NEQLUI" 10 etN0 T«E SOL’JT * °N X '> A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS F(X)*Q. WHERE fC'TH X AND F AW*. N-OIMENStONAL VECTORS *mf METHOD USED IS THe MODIFlCA*I 0* OF POME.- 3 DOGLES ARTunu DESCRIBED BY CHEN AND STaOTMERh,COM RUT . CM EM »NC. . 1. U1 (9^)
PROGRAMMED BY nfc*RN-SHAWM OMENCH»;M tCA’„ -tNOINCSRlNC CE^ AR fMf-H*.N|VARSITY OF IwLlNOrS 
URfjANA, tL.iNOtS 
JULY 1990
TO CONVERT THIS! SUBROUTINES INTO OCUBLl PRECISION VERSION MAKS THE FOLLOWING CHANGES s1 CHANGE ALL REAL OICLARATION fN TO OOUSWE PRECISION
2 CHANGE ALL REAL CONSTANTS FROM SO TO 00.
3. CHANGE (ABS *> DABS). (ALOG • * ULOO>. (AM AX 1 •> OMAX(AM|N1 •> OWIN1), (EXP *> OEXR) .  (SQRT «> OSQRf). (SIGN •> 09IGN)
CN ENTRY
N POSITIVE INTEGER.
N IS THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES (VNO EQUATIONS)
,«A POSITIVE INTEGER OC N*(N*t>).
LWA IS THE S U E  OF Tw * WORK ARRAY "m a *
:pr i n t e g e r .
I PR IS USEO TO CONTROL OUTPUT
IF * PR GT. 0, NIQtU WILL OU rptll OIAGX AWO OlA&r AF'FR 
EACH JACOBIAN EVALUATION. ANO OUTPUT ;< 
ANO F EVERY IPR ITERATIONS.
(k {PR .|Q. 0. NEQLUI WILL OUTPUT ERROR MfSSAOES ONt •'
IF I PR . Lt. 0. N5QI.U FILL OUTPUT THE FINm L X AND F ONLY
I SC AX INTEGER. (SUGGESTED VAwLE *  0 OR i )
ISCAX IS U3I0 TO SELECT MULTIPLICATIVE SCALING FACTORS 
FOB VARIABLES X<1) TO X(N)
ISCAXAO. s i t v a r i a b l e s c a l i n g  FACTORS e q u a l to UNIFY. I 
NO VARIABLE s c a l i n g .
ISCAX*!. use THE SCALING FACTORS STORED IN WA( ’) TO
APPENDIX V
Optimisation Program Sample Input File
89
SAMPLE IHPPT FILE - OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM





V  ♦j' *3' *3
Pj(ats), P2, * V '«• p»
Vjtca3/*©!), V < U «• <
e.g. Maphthalana/Carbon Dioxida at T - 49eC 
.3 72.8 128.19 7.01006 1733.71 201.86 129.86 491.2
10 9
316.16
42.9 0.368+07 0.9626 0.60
6.11-06 1.000 1.768-02 1.000
67.98 90.99 99.62 104.61 107.67
129.38 116.16 96.36 80.16 76.46
APPgNDULVI
Optimisation Program Sampla Output File
( X ( U , I» l ,H ) r
’ 10446*01 433/7**3? 336706-07 mG*g*Q0 1 ’ 4 ‘ , C « >
i
( F ( I ) . 1 * 1 . N >
. 2043OF-Ol
»
127? I F -02 411076-0 *
- 320146-07 - / 10546-14 03 1 326-00 1 1 10 21 - 1' j 1 ’ 4J46- • J
.506 U g-  IS .’84 >06-<') 1 3 2 i S a? * >
*g:4Pg*ATlHI* * 1 1 0 ,10K RRgSSwiie* 77 Ti 0 0 A 714 soi.u b u : 7V* 4 ’! O0O6U-O?
SOLVENTS IN COMPOUND * J 00
.. x ( i } , :  • i . *  > *
6<}U I U I8PIUM CONSTANT - i ic ho
. ’ 04246*03 448226*0? 308?«b*07 304 /'.it- 00 i . 6 * 6 k * '* 0
! 0 ) 5 o <■* -0 ’
; * \ i ), :« . '<* >
TOsPO-t-o ’ 4 ’ 0 <3ft-02 J60 12*:-;
- 47|.Vb-0!i : ! nor-  i 120076-07 777 i?»6- ">
* j '. 4 / 1** J
• 1014 *c • ’ " * ? o 7 .M * - l 1 J 0 0 7 ' E - ’ J 57321-. * i
r - i  < -i< I'Msssuwe . <0.^004 rK SOLU3U : ’ y* ,t 4*; * 31 • -
souvgNrs in *.
( x ( r ) , :  >’ . *)
NC  ^ 0 00 pguitiSPiuM c*:n i * an' * 31; 1. 33
.O00S7€*O2 . 1 ;604g«Q? . 360146*07 393636-00
.322 F-JO
123102-02
( * < ! ) . ! • ' . « )
.6114OF-02 J1228E-C’
* 101 C4€**02 - ••r,4fc*-u 071376-00 .003006*00
- ’ 2 4 0 1 r -
i - 'co«-1 n - 4 4 2 2 5 6 •* : •' . *32126-1* . 3 j ' 706-0')
* t***kPA?UkF - »>*6SSUi«fc* 36 . 5250aTJ4 SOLO? I - . *v* > i s - 4 . -
iC . / - *  *3 IN 00MWOVJNC - > CO
. x ( i  ) , : • ’ . *4 > *
EQU ! U  J» IgM CONSTAN1 - : i
n o c s ^ o t .436326*02 . 3 /1666*07 002326-00 300 •*" * 0
t1407g-O2 
' * ; ! > . : - i . *>
. 140406-0 ’
9
0207lr-02 ??' ' *  s-0 *
- 57'>2*S-04 . ’421 U - .214606-36 / 7 7 1 5 6 - ’ 1 - ; l ? 4 ' r ~ 4
- U 9 ’5£-»2 - 400 1 *;- » 4 2J0156- 1 ,40020s-‘4
* *'4®gHATURg* i**»633URfe* '.34 ^ '006#,4 sol .m i . :  ' v*
' % a j a - -
SOLVENTS IN COMPOUND * 3.00 sQUlLl-MU* SUNS TAM - 5i.'. 1
.30!»Q?ft*O? 438896*0? . 312270*0/ 90 *075-00
3 i:;r. * ...
. 142046*02 . : 10*416-01
it
000046-02 . 27 )03i*-O 1
• 10403**08 .000006*00 , 270406-00 .000601-00
- * 4 H 4 « •* - '
-, 1 12132-13 m.777199-IS 11*4!Ob * 14 27 9 V i fe-14
!E«PgWATU»6* 31* 1 SK P12S*''U»b* 107 1700A'!4 'SCLUSIU 'V* . it • ?*»7ou-;r
SOLVENTS IN COMPOUND - * 0 0  
(X(I),l*1.N) **
CQUILIUNIUN CONSTANT « .‘JjO 80-CiJ
.: 17319+03 .433349+02 'i5*>176*f)7 997006**00 074032+00
803902-03
; * (!), l» i, s ) m
277269-01 2 59322-02 449406-01
- 10S05E-03 710546-14 *01982-08 000002*00 - 104046-12
-  m i  192->3 ♦ 104 lib’- i 3 2‘iJ‘i22-l? i 7Q3bb-1i
r<:4PSKATU«is + HE. 1 SK -»WbSSwPl: * 9 7 . 3 lOOAT* soi.jnuui rvw *•99 7 124-3 2
SCuV2NrS IN CQWPOUNO « '» O’- 
(X(I).!*1.*) -
s q u i m h p :•«.;* CONS*1 a m u h j ;'> i1
* 0 5 ’ 7 S a 3 431499+03 31> 6 4 01: ■* 0 7 ’ 7b»oo V.U
02392-02
( *  1 . v ) W
21 i U 0 f- - <31 23407s-02 . I(s705f-u
•. : ViOae-OS • n  0 *> 4 € - i 4 2 ^ 94Ob*-37 300002+00 - ” o o 1 o *. - i
- 10984?- *1 ■ 832266 *14 98427--14 >GUA6« i'i
i' a .’ IK DKESauNt *« 70.99Q0AT;4 iO: .'9 I i. i Tv.- 47A,4>
SCLVENTS IN 'I 
(X(l),l*1,N)
QMPOUND * S 00 
»
■ggtuiE* IlM 'ION a r a n * y »•) •’ T • *.
f7?9Sfe*03 414532*02 . 307596+07 9+52 **+90 .*32* 7€**-9
I2 1 3S2-02 
<*<!>.l«1.S) *
I7J499-01 .371999-02 . J 18496*01
. 19*012-03 .710341-14 ,814496-07 999182-7 ■
- 7 !l?4f-}1 * •»H37E-MJ 10004^-09 107JJE-07
TS4Pg»ATU»2* r s . 1*K PPESSUPU 90 - :?00AT-4 solus a : *y • 4 n  • n „• -.
SCUVENTS IN CO**OUNO • 3 . 0 0  
;**:>,i«i.s> *
fQUlLlHNtUN CONST AN* a w ; .  -
9117*9*09 .438719+02 .300992+07 . 994296+Q0 *> 3 C 71 £ * .w
1J70HS-03
(t \:). i - 1 . v ) &
14T3SE-01 4 14022-02 29 124E-0•
aUiilE-Qft -.710849-14 122479-06 300002*00 - 14J126- 4
- m 2 9 * - > 3 I0UIH-1 I . 3 2 5 8 0 *> ’ J • 979 186* '4
TI^EENATUHg* 319 . 13K *«6SSw»b * ’04 O ’OOATiA s o u ;  » a : ,v* ( MU *  ■ .* ■
SOLVENTS IN i
JX(t ).!*1.*>
COMPOUND * v O O  
a
tgUtUHNlLN CONSTANT « 4 j
.19*131+0? .438**12+02 .32I4Q2+07 .993962+00 4VO*>3e* ■:
tit 14 ifl4***N • 4A?41*-<1? ?7^ tW- 1*
93
v»v .
- 1 2 0 9 4 8 - 3 6  - . 7 1 0 3 4 6 - 1 4  - 4 > *0 S 6 i ! -0 9
- - . 4 14096 * *3 * ‘49*16-U
T£#P€»ATU«6" 3 1 8 . 15K f»*63SU»k« 10? ! ?3G*T.4
000006*30 O M t
. : « H2f e* U
30U»8 II i?v% 33V. ' i  .
30LV6NT3 IN COMPOUND (X(I),1«1,M) * i.QO feVUUimtU« CQNfj»T Ah f
» 14326*03
.837348-01
( ? ( ! > .
338956-3?
- J1 ‘ 025 *« 0
.434696*02 
.253926-0 l
. no^i fe • u  
7? I 2 ? S - 1 !
* 6 7 6 3 6 * 0 ?  
393 J4fc>02
*iri49G = “ '’ f> 
3 *i ’a '3 • • -  ‘ •
'«!<4P6tfATUK6* J1 8 1 'j K 
SOLVENT’S IN COWPOUNO
<*( r ). r - i  .'*) *
*L3$Utft:* 9 ? .J * 0 0 A T »
093188*00
. i r m e - o -
' 11 Q 2 fc - 1 s' 
* 9 1» > C If -
s o u - s ; . .
3 . 00 *OURlS»RW CMN'JT
' 037*2*01
. O 7 2 7 «• -0 7
; 8 ( ! R . 7;




;m i ’ 3i*~ • 1 
1 8 4 * 7 5 - i l
. j, 946 u **» 
4024*8-02
1 «J *1« fc *00 
3i;47 . - -C
T&MPgNATUPf* 118.1'3 K <rlH653Ult£*
SOLVENTS IN COMPOUND • 5,00<*<!). t«1..4} «
-  ’ ;049r~';ti •. • 1 ' ITS - 4
-  14 ‘i 116- * J • : ’ 0**.- 4 




< 8 < 0 . i « 1 . N )
• ' . ' ill 18-03
* 1 17878 • i J
437936*02
1 0 8 8 2 8 - d
MO'j 48 **14 
-.51J116-14
371232*0?
. 3 ’ J?56-C?
- . 5 10886-3?  
- .  t J 2 0 7 6 - *4
*i; 4MfcPATU»C« 318.1 SK 
30I.VENT3 IN COMPOUND •
PR653U96* 96.‘,700AP#
997626*00
J 10 ’ 16 *0 *
2?r*j4b-* i 
’ 1304 c-  4 
SC. COIL.  *' •
5.00 fguiLioorcN ;o n v  a*v
909176*02
. 139816-02
(8(1 ) , ! • 1 , N )
-  263696 -16  















i 1 J 3 8 8 • 14 
SOLUSR M y *
U *-liM )-M
5* 74 ? Ok *>i J
0 h><
• r ;
.00 •CURIS'U’vN CONS f 4N'
■ ' ; s *j -  j 
» 00 ’ 9'i * . 7
* 4 : ;
9897200- "V 
' ’ 0 -c
94






169956-07 .710546-14 931326-09 .000006*00 -. 100756-15
- 5151 tg- 1 5 - 173476-19 -.797976- .269076-15
rewi'ifiATuRi* 319.15K P06S3UR6* 107.ItQOATM SOLUS t LI TV* 9408HU-02
SQLVfNn IN CONPOUND * $ .00 
CX(I}.|*1.N) -
6UU!Ua*!UN CONSTANT " . ! 10990-0
113916*03 435276*02 399296*07 .994/16*00 5 74 2Ck*4»0





*.194416-0? - 647276-07 003006*00 * 2\,TV/i-»2
- 129296-10 - 29104ii- 1 1 - 399596-M -.540336-12
r£Mf»ei»ATu*e« 319 . U K  nN6SSU»6« 97.0300ATN SOLUSILITY« 323982'J *02
SOLVENTS IN CON POUND • {,.00 
(X(I).I*1,N) *
60UUI6HIUN CONSTANT 122010-0'






*129411-04 .142116*13 .133106*00 .100106*15 .327^06-1 :
.990940*19 .:14996-13 .272078-1 -.710278-14
TINPINATUM* 310. U K  OfttStUItt* 90.99Q0ATM SOLUS 1 Lift* .66*2270.0?
SOLVINTS IN COMPOUND • 9 00 
(X(I).I*1.N> •
SQUlLlSlMUN CONSTANT • .122030 0*






*100321*09 .000008*00 -.400476-07 .000006*00 - 13330c* i
-. 732956-14 -.313446-14 -.333906-14 .t19918*14
rCNPKAATUNI* 310.196 PNftSUfti* 90.SSOOAfN s o l u s a m * .S011960-0?
30LV6NTS IN COMPOUNO • 9.00 
(X(I),1*1,N) •
fQUIUONlUN CONSTANT • . 122050-0-






•. 193090*09 -.429338*13 -.125716-00 -999136-19 1$53?e-i&
*. 130976-11 *.420936*13 -.120106*12 !30126-13
•£Ci
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rC IIPilterUJtlf* I I I .  U K  NRfe9*Ui*6* 104 .IIO O A fK  9Q LU fiU U f7“ *«>•« i;,n*w2
IQLVfNTS IH COMROUNO * 9.00 
(X(t),I«1.*> *
6QU CON3fAN‘ « * 2 ? 0 5 0 - C *
.441596402 373146407 .999806400 590'4 36 4 00





12071€-02 -.710946-14 151346-05 .000006400 - 44 3016-1*4
-.120921*ii -. 9 17096-12 121196-H - 999996-12
r|l4f>*(IATUit«* Hi. 1SK PftfiSSUfte* 107 . S7Q0ATM S O U H I U T V *  . 10H72U-Q1
3CIV6NT3 |N COMROUNO - >00 rQUiLMillUN C0N3T4N1 * . 1220SO-0 '
APPENDIX VII
Converged Solutione of Single Point Progran
Table 2
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Converged Solution* of Single Point Prograa
S#iv#nt solute TCC) P(atm) IQK Solubility
cc*
2
Naphth 35 78.0 0.50B-8 1.371-3
t It it 78.5 CDiMto•rl 3.011-3
H It it 79.4 2.30E-8 4.781-3
it I it 86.0 3.301-8 8.101-3
COu2 Naphth 40 87.0 1.701-9 1.301-3
t I t 91.0 2.501-9 2.101-3
t t t 94.6 6.151-9 4.301-3
ti It t 96.5 7.101-9 5.101-3
»t t t 99.7 9.301-9 6.901-3
•i t t 104.6 12.301-9 9.701-3
t t t 107.6 14.001-9 11.301-3
O o 11 Maphth SB 93.0 1.801-9 2.001-3
I t t 98.0 1.401-9 2.401-3
w t It 100.7 1.601-9 3.001—3
N t t 104.6 2.201-9 4.201-3
It It tt 112.5 3.851-9 7.701-3
t t t 118.4 5.061-9 10.801-3
t t N 124.4 6.301-9 14.201-3
t tt t 130.3 7.501-9 18.101-3
2 (cont.)
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Solvent Solute f ( °C) P(ete) EQS Solubility
CM
OO Anthr 50 117.0 0.7SS-0 1.7M1-8
I M H 137.0 4.501-9 5.101-5
CO2 Anthr 70 117.0 0.601-10 1.801-5
i« it it 127.0 0.8SB-10 2.901-5
«i f« H 137.0 3.301-10 3.701-5
M f« H 151.0 7.351-10 6.501-5
it H n 171.0 6.601-10 7.301-5
C02 Phenen SO 103.0 0.541-8 1.391-4
I It I 117.0 1.841-8 5.701-4
II M 137.0 2.071-8 8.551-4
°°t Phenen 70 117.0 1.011-9 1.731-4
It I it 137.0 2.24E-9 5.241-4
C2H6 Mephth 45 50. S 0.291-7 0.801-3
ft I it 55.3 0.441-7 1.501-3
I It it es.B 1.881-7 14.001-3
C-H- 2 1 Phenen 45 70.7 2.301-7 4.001-4
I N It •5.0 3.251-7 8.661-4
C2H6 .Phenen It 70.7 0.531-7 2.021-4
I n I •5.0 0.041-7 5.411—4
N « H 100,1 1.5SS-7 17.701-4
99
Tabla 2 (cont.)
Solvant Soluta T(*C) P(atn) Solubility
Phanan eo 89.0 0.47B-7 2.001-4
II II ii 103.0 1.001-7 18.001-4
C2H8 Blphan 38 71.4 1.301-8
1.241-2
C2H8 Blphan 48 71.4 4.801-7
1.011-2










The following is a sample of possible supercritical 
extraction entralner selectivity enhancement experiments.
Solutes Entralners
1: Anthracene C14H10 A: Methanol c h3oh
2: Anthraqulnone C14H8°2 B: Acetonitrile c h3ch
3: Phsnazlne C12H8N2 C: Acetone (CH3)2C0
4: (1,3,8)-Benzene 
trl carboxylic acid C6H3(C02H,3
Systems
Solutes______  Bntrminirs
1 A 2 none
1 i 2 A
1 ft 2 B
1 ft 3 none
1 ft 3 A
1 ft 3 B
1 ft 4 none
1 ft 4 B
1 ft 4 c
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ii:
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Species of Interaction 









0 0  VS C00H
0 0  vs COOH
C-0 VS COOK 
C>0 vs COOK 
•N> vs COOH 
-N- VS COOH 
-H* V S  COOH
-*• vs c o ok
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APPENDIX X
FORTRAN Program - Experimental Solubility Calculation
IOISUG
c _gii»«it»«i*»***M»«*«**«i«****»«**»*****»***»»****,*****-:j***«**»»*»»<<*"C This program calculates the solubility of a solute in a 3CF £C from gas chromatic dste of the solute In liquid solution using r-C on interna1 standard technique. Tho SCI solution 1s bubblod into LC s viol of liquid where tho soluto is deposited. A known amount CC of liquid imtonnel standard is added, and a qe injootion 1s oads.CC Prqo s ratio of tho pooh areas and tho nuobor of carbons in tho CC soluto and tho internal standard, tho ao1os of soluto collected CC can bo ddtermined. tho solubility of tho soluto in tho SCP 1s CC ddioroinod from a ratio of tho molds of soluto collected and CC tho molos of SCP oroaont in tho colloot ion loop. Tho molds of CC SCP ara dotarminad from tho volume of tho sampla loop and tho CC dansity of tho SC? at tho given oporatinq conditions. This CC dansity Is dotarminad from a cubic spllno Herat 1on of a two CC dimonsional array of tho SCP’a dansity with temperature end CC prosouro. Tho name of tho spllno program 1s QiPtINI. Tho name CC of tho donsiy data array is TAPIS2. Tho input fils for this CC program is SINPUT and tha output filo 1a SQUTPUT. c
PROGRAM SOLUS It
DIMVMSIO* SOLMOLdO1.30VM0M!0),PSY0< SO)a. T< so >, RH0*S( to), v*tas( to ). *m asc 100 >. *no< i so). m on too) 
k. RH0*< 100. SO>, RM0Y< 100). PAT #)<••>. **< 10 ) . P*PA( 10)i.TOTHQL(SO).Yf(SO),T*S0V(SO).GROSS(SO).AST©(SO) A,A»OL(SO).STOmOL(SO).HVUL(50)
RfAL PW9T0 Ccaaoaooamadaaaooooaooaeoeoooaammoaoooaooommooooooeemaaoeoaeaeooaai
C SOLMOL is tho moloa of soluto in sample loopC SOVMOL ia tho moles of SCP 1n sample loopC PiYS is system pressure in psiq C T ie temparature (Kelvin) errey of TAPIS2 C RHOmS ie column density erray of TAPIS? in moles/cc C RHO is tha dansity of tha qivan date point calculated «i*h C QfPL KMC in molee/ecC RHOR ie tha reduced dansity of tho SCP C RHOM 1s density array of TAPC12 m  ec/gramC RHOY ie column Iteration of tho density of the data pointC Of TAPCS2 from 0SPUNIC PATMO is the preaaure array of TAPI12 C PRR is tho system praasura in bar C PATM 1s tha system praasura in atmC PUPA 1s tha system praasura 1n megapascalsC Y2 1s the calculatsd solubilityC TWSOV Is tho taro weight of Internal standard 1n gramsC GROSS Is ths gross weight of tha Internal standard in gramsC AST0 1s ths gc peak arse of ths Internal atandardC ASOL 1s tho ge peak area of tho soluteC STOMOl H  tho molee of Internal atandard C NVIAL U  sample vial numberCeeeeseeeeSseeeeeeeeeesaeaseeemeeeeeeeaeeeeeemeeeasesssaeeaeseees
C
C opening of date tile-*
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• « « « • ft ft • « o ♦
034VmVA3 IB VtlM 0 iM trts a»u hoimm iv si miud do aoioaA oNisvaaoiONON v as ion* ivax o
0 —AAdNl MO 0 
3 0 
0 (SN'tdSO MO <1034IBM V BOB MO130 336) VIVO 3H4 dO 3BVH6 BHJ 0 
HUM iM.UKtSMOJ 3BV M3IHM 69d0*16 3AVm3*IV3 04 .SNIdBO* SNUnOBBAS |M4 3 3SA MO M0I4V10dMajNI dO 64Nlew 3M4 4V 6300*16 MMO 6IH 3Q1A0BB AVN BB6A 0 
3NJ '3«ndS OUVBOVnO AB04V4A360 MV BO MOlivmvA3 3M4 6*10*1 MOO tN1d60 00
ONsTBBi *lQMS’0M3 * i4BV46 * 4BV46 B9094N! €d3 * PNldSO‘S3 * 13 * «A *lA * «2’\I *9**IN V*A’1A*(NAM)BV4N »
* (MAN)8V4A * (M0N)BV4X * (3M0M)*1VAA* ( «MAN)1VAX 1V3B0
tBBl B88M34d3S 'SBVAldOB "IV3UVN1H4VN NO 6M0140V6MVB4 0 N! Vifi NM41B001V BV OlHSHBOd 6VM 61H4 3
0
3 A41SB3AINA 94V4S ON 0
dannoB w t oooovs ab ciiooo o
dsnnod v r * aaismvDNjo ab o
S3MI 1d& OUVBQVOO BNtABlfiBd idVMS 00
< «»3 ‘Sda* 3MAN ‘ WON * 6 VAN * BV4 A * 8VAX * 1VAA * 1VAX ) I Hid60 3NUAQ8BA6 • •• ***•••* *••••••«••*<
• .1>jV>.4B06 1V0UVM3H4VM NO 6N0U3V6NVBA. MOBd BBVMAdOS a
!••«•••*• m** mm mm mm. • mmmm
♦ *»***»******••••»••**»»••***»*•••**•**•***•••••»•••••***•»**•••••*»•*•* • VNVBun 4V 610N1111 BO A4t6B3AIMfl / SOlddO 630IAB36 ONUAdMOO •
0N8 d046
3AM1AN03 06 (M)0HN*(N)tA'(N)6A6d*(N)1V!AN (**Bi)BifBN
V4VQN*I«N 06 000
0 *IM 4Ad4H06 04 **>6400 Bum*** 0 OattttatMMttltttltCtWBMtttMtaWimMaMHMIlUIMlMIRittniMMwO
0 aAM14MOO 06
(M)10MA06/(W)‘10N106"(M)IA0
■J ( H|WI *o O^IJ (NOU* ) 0
0 d3S *** ^4K^OOio« *4»aniov #o uo>4»ift9i»S 0 datteaaaaaeaeaeaaMaaaaootMwooooaoooaoooaooooooaaftoooooMoaoooooooooonO
3 (N)OMBalO<<N)*IONAOS
3 Oa^«*»*«*»»«*M»***a*aM*a«*»*****««*«*»**a**«a«»****»*a*-»*»»*a»»»«aa*0
5 < oootoA u* t« ro N Boot #ida#« ) o 3 AjVVuap wOjj d36 4° ••{Om 40 uoi*«trt9t»9 0
□••••••••••••••••ai*»aB»aiarBaai»»B»»»BBaiBar*aiBBaBa»*»»B»aiaBaiaiB»BBBaia»BaiaiBB33
30HB/(M)0MB«(M)B0MB xomb«(m)ohb
(**31'0 * t*MOMN’8V4WX * AOHd *0N4Vd * XOHB *(M>N4Vd)tNldSO 11V0
(MOBN * 8V4HX* AOHB * 0M4Vd)6Nld60 *HV3 0l«(tt)VdMda(*)d8d


























“ XTAS CONTAINS ~TH{ ABSCISSAS OP TMf DATA POINTS TO 8f INTERPOLATED. XTAS MUST SC INCREASING.
VTAS CONTAINS THE ORDINATES OP THE OATA POINTS TO 8E INTERPOLATED
NTAS CONTAINS THE SLOPE OP THE SPLINE AT EACH POINT OP INTERPOLA­TION . (THIS HAY BE CONPUTEO PIRST SY ROUTINE OSPLNS)
NUN IS THE NUNBER OP OATA POINTS (DIMENSION OP XTAS AND YTAS).
NUNC IS THE NUMBER OP POINTS OP EVALUATION (DIMENSION OP XVAL AND YVAL).
IPS §§ A RELATIVE error tolerance use© IN SUSROUTINE ‘OSPLNI*TO mriMOUtNN THE SITUATION NTAS(I) OR NTAS(UI) IS RELATIVELY
clogs to the slope or tnicc tine slope op the linear segment
m m m I XTRN(I) ANO XTAS(fl). tP THIS SITUATION OCCURS. ftOUNOOPP m  CAUSE A CHRiSC IN CONVEXITY OR NONOTONICITY OP THE RESULTtNO SPLINE AMO A CNANOE IN THE CASE NUMBER PROVIDED BY SSPLR1. IP EPS 1* NOT fOUAL TO EERO, THEN EPS SHOULD 8E GREATER THAN OR SOUAL TO NACHINE EPSILON (NNICH IS ABOUT U - U  FOR COC)
ON OUTPUT—
YVAL CONTAINS THE WANES OP IMS POINTS IN XVAL.
ERR IS AN ERROR CODE—ERR«0 - 1/mMt RAN NORMALLY.tRR-1 - XVAL(I) IS LESS THAN XTAS(1) FOR At LEAST ONE t ORXVAL(t) IS GREATER THAN XTAS(NUU) POR AT LEAST ONE I OSPLNI HILL XTRAPOLATf TO PROVIOC PUNCTION VALUES FOR tMftSI ABSCISSAS.ERR*2 - XVAL (I ♦' > LT. XVAL(I) POR SONE I.
ANO
OSPLNI DOES NOT ALTER XVAL.XTAS,YTAS,NTAS.HUN.NONE
OSPLNI CALLS THE POLLOWINO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS;
0SPLN1 - OSPLNI - OSPLNS -
QSPLN4 -
- DETERMINE CASE NEEDED POR SPLINE INTERPOLATION- CONPUTE SPLINE KNOTS ACCORDING TO CASE• PERFORM INTERPOLATION AT ONE POINT GIVEN INFO OCTCRNINCO SY OSPLNI ANO OSPLNI• LOCATE A NUMBER IN A MONOTONE TABLE SY BINARY SEARCH
OSPLNS, NHICH COMPUTES RECOMMENOEO SLOPES PROM GIVEN DATA.IS ALSO INCLUOCO NITH OSPLNI. NOTE THAT OSPLNS OOES NOT HAVE TO SE USED! THE USER IS FREE TO DETERMINE THE SLOPES TO «E USED IN ANY PASHION WHICH SEEMS SUITABLE.
START*1 SNO»NUMS ERR-0 IP (HUME .|Q. 1) GO TO 20
C DETERMINE IP XVAL IS NONDECREASING. NUME1 *»NUME ' * t DO 10 I*1»NUME1
IP (XVAL(Ul) GE.
ERR*i
XVAL(t)) GO fO 10
**• »rv ?** *•" *• r" •*.*T;*'* 7 - , *•t.'-r1 *•/ *
t#
10
00 TO 230 COOTIHUtCCCCCCCC
I* XVAl(i) IP XVAL(I) IP XVAL(I)
AT.AT..OT.
XT ARC 1) , TWIX XVAL(I)-YTAS(1). XTASO). THIN XVAL<I>MrTASO).XTAS(NUN). THIN XVAL(!)-YTAS(NUM)
DETERMINE IP ANY OF TH* THi FINOT DATA POINT 20 00 30 I'M,NUN*IF (XVAL(I> Ot. START-IM 30 CONTINUE
40 NUME1 -NUME- 1
POINTS IN XVAL ARE LOSS THAN THE ABSCISSA OF
XTAB(1)> 00 TO 40
0 DETERMINE IF ANY OF TWO POINTS IN XVAL AM GREATER THAN THE ABSCISSA 
C OF THt LAST OATA Ff lNT.00 SO 1*1,HUM*INONiUM 1*1IF (XVAL(INO) AI. XTAS(NUM)) 00 TO SO CNO • INO-1 $0 CONTINUi C
e CAkCUkATI THi IMAM! or AOINTi OA IVAkUATlOH WHOM AiSCISSASC AM LOSS THAN fHf AOOCISSA OF TH« FI NOT OAtA POINT.
C SOT THC^ CANOft PARAMETER0TO°iNOICATE THAT EXTRAPOLATION HA3 OCCURRED f ££• tCALL OOFLN1(XTAO(1).YTAOC1),HTAOC1),NTAO(2).XTAO(2),• YTASC 2 ), IPS * NGAOS )CALL OSRLMi<XfAS( 1). YTAi< I) ,HTAO( 1 >;***“< \>;*T !!(2 h «  >• YTAOC 2), ft, E2»VI,VI,Mt,M2,21,22.Y1,Y2,NCAS6)
START 1•START - 1
00 YVAL<I>*^ 0SPLN3(XVAL(I).21.It.XTAB(1 ) .YTAOC1).XTA8(2),TTA«(2 >,• V1,Y2,«2.N2,V2.NCASE)
TO CONTINUEIF (NOME EQ. 1) 00 TO 230C
C QSPLN4 LOCATES THE INTERVAL IN NHICH THE FIRST I N -RANGE POINT OF 
C EVALUATION LIES.40 IF ((NOME .EQ. 1) .ANO. (ENO .NE. NUHE)) 00 TO 200 CALL QSPLN4(XTAi.NUN.XVAL(START),LCN.FNO)
C LCN1-LCNM
C IF THE FIRST IN-RANGE POINT OF EVALUATION IS EQUAL TO ONE OF THE DATA C P0INT3, ASSIGN THE APPROPRIATE VALUE FROM YTAS CONTINUE UNTIL a 
C POINT OF EVALUATION IS FOUND NHICH IS NOT EQUAL TO A DATA point  





START-START*1If (STAR? .ST. NONE) SO TO 230 If (XVAL(START) .Mi. XVAL(START1)) SO TO 110 SO TO 110 C HO LCN*LCN1 LCN1»LCN1»1 SO TO 100
i#
CALCULATE THE IMAGES Of ALL THi POINTS NNICH Lit NITMIN RANGE Of THE DATA.
ISO If ((LCN .EQ. 1) .ANO. (SNR «0. »)> ™  u ®CALL P$PLN1(XTAS(LCN),YTAS(LCN).NTAS(UJN).NTAS(LCN1),• XTAS <LCN1).YTAR< LCN1).EPS.NCASE)CALL QSPLN2(XTAS(LCN).YTAS(LCN).NTAE(LCN).MTAG(LCN1).• XTAS(LCN1).yTAS(LCN1).E1.EI.V1,VJ.N1#NS,Z1.Z2.
• Y1.Y9,NCASE)
140 00 1tO I«START. CNOCC If XVAL(l) -XTASCLCN1) IS NEGATIVE. 00 NOT RCCALCULATI THE PARAMETERS C fOR THIS SECTION Of THE SPLINE SINCE THEY ARE ALREAOY KNOWN,If (XVAL(I) • XTAS(LCNI)) 1S0.1S0.1T0
° 1SO YVAL(I)•QSPLNSCXVAL<I).II.19.XtAS<LCN).YTAS(LCN).XTA8< LCN1),• YYAS(LCN1),V1,Yi,El♦Wt,Vf,NCASE)
SO TO 1S0
C If XVALCl) IS A OATA POINT. ITS IMASS IS KNOWN.ISO YVAL( I )*>YTAS(LCW1 )SO TO ISOCC INCREMENT THE POINTERS WHICH GIVE THE LOCATION IN THE DATA VECTOR 
I TO LCN*LCN1LCN1«*LCN^  1 CC DETERMINE THAT THE ROUTINE IS IN THE CORRECT PART Of THE SPLINE.If <XVAL(!) * XTAS(LCNI)) 1E0.1E0.1T0
CC CALL 0SPLN1 TO OCTERMtNE THE APPROPRIATE CARE ANO THEN CALL C QSfLNl TO COMPUTE THE PARAMETERS Of THE SPLINE.180 CALL QSPLN1(XTAS(LCN),YTAS(LCN).MTAS(LCN),MTAS(LCN1),• XTA8(LCN1),YTASCLCN1).EPS.NCASE)CALL QSPLN2< XT AS ( LCN ). YT A«<LCN).MTAS(LCN) .MTAS(LCN1).• XT48(LCN1),YTA8(LCN1),81,El.VI,V2.Wt.W2.Z1.12.• Y1,VI.NCASE)SO TO ISO190 CONTINUE C CC CALCULATE THE IMASES Of THE POINTS Of EVALUATION WHOSE AMSf; I r»SAr-»C ARE GREATER THAN THE AESCISSA Of THE LAST OATA POINT IF (END .EQ. NUME) SO TO 230IF (UCN1 .EO NUN) .ANO (XVAL(ENO) NE, XTAB(NUN))) 00 TO *10 C SIT THE ERROR PRARMETFR TO INOICATE THAT EXTRAPOLATION MAS OCCURRED. 
200 ERR*INI1M1 *NUM» 1CALL OSPLN1 ( XT Afl ( NUM1) , YT AN ( NUM1), MTAH(MlJM1 ) .XTAH(NUM).• XT AS ( NUN). YT Afl (NUN) .EPS, NCASE)CAl L QSP1 N2(XTA»(NUM1).YTAS(MUM1),MTAR(NUM1),MTAft(MnMi.
• XTAR(NUN).YT AO(NUN), *M . 6 ?,V 1,V?,W 1,W2,7• , / *.
• Y 1.Y?. NCASE );» HJ >NO I Ji-NIl *■ l




oo aib |.M01,MU« ,,
• XTAS(NUN) • V?*l(tH») . V1. V f. C 2. W2. V2. NCASC )
220 CONTINUICc
220 ocruiw
susrout i m i ©s p u n k  * tas , m o . n t a s . n u n>
C SNAP! PNISIWINO QUADRATIC SPUN6SC SY O.t .NCALU STIR 0 J.A.NOULIIRC COOtO OY S.L.OOOO 0 M.OOUilCRC N.C.STATI UNIVCOSIfY
C OtAL XTAS(MUN)»YTAS(NUM),MTAS<NUN>.N1.M1.XSAR.XHAT.• yOIOl.YOi02.YlttllO.XIIIO.IMO.WO
C QSPLNS CALCULATfS TMi 0101VATIVl At IACM 00 TM1 OATA POINTS. THI 
C SLOWS OOOVIOOO will INOOOC THAT AN OSCULATWRY QUAOOATIC SOL IMI HILL 
e . S S T  O M M O IT IO U M . WOT M T M t t  TWO W W W  *>IN T» 0 .C CONVIXITY ANO NSN0YOMICITV AW PWSSNVtO WMtWYIS TMIII CONDITIONS0 AW OOMPATIil* NltH TWO OATA.CC ON INPUT--
C XTAO CONTAIN! TN« A00CI00A8 00 TNI OATA OOtNTO.
C YTAO CONTAINO TH« 0*01NATOS 00 TNI OATA OOINTi.
c NUN 10 TMI NMMOIO 00 OATA POINTS (0ININSlON 00 XTAO.YTAO).
ccC ON OUTPUT—
1 NTAO CONTAINO TNI VALUf 00 TNI 01WT OIOtVATlVC AT IACH OATA POINT 
CC ANO
C OOOi.NO 0010 NOT Ait!* XTAO.YTAO.NUN.
CC<— ----- -----CC 1N0 00 NOITIUONUN1* NUN - 1 IN1«1 t ■!11«tCC CALCUtATi TMI SL0P1S 00 THI TWO LINKS JOINING TNI MUST TMOIf DATA C POINTS.V©!01«YTA§(2) • YTA0(1)Y0I02»YTA0(2) - YTA0(2)N1»YOl01/(XTAO(i) - XT AS ( 1) )
M tS *W INf«Y0102/(XTAO(S)-XTAOC2))W2S-N2Cc 10 ONI 00 THI PWCIOINO SLOPIS IS 2ER0 00 IP THEY HAVE OPPOSITE a ION, C ASS ION TNI VALUt 2100 TO TNI DERIVATIVE At THH N IDOLS: POINT10 I0<N1.10.0.10 .00. M2. IQ, 0 10 OR. (N1«N2) Ll 0 10) 00 W  :*010 (AOS(Nt) ,«IT. A8S(N2)) 00 TO 10 00 TO AO20 MTAS(t)* 0.60 00 TO r»0C
11?
C CALCULATE TMt SLOPE »Y IXTENOiNO THE LINE WITH SLOPE N1 .
10 XSAR*(VOIPI/N1) ♦ XTAt(I)
XNAT* (XSAR ♦ XTAE(I1) > /2 .tONTiKi^M  TO to
C CALCULATE THE SLOPE BV EXTSMOINO THE LINE HITH SLOPE Hi.
40 XSAA*(-Y0JP1/H i)  ♦ XTAS(I)
XHAT-(XTAS(IH1) ♦ XSAR)/I.E0 
MTAE(t)-V0 IP1/(XTAE(I) * XHAT)
C
C tNCEEMENT COUNTESS.SO INI*l 1*11 IlHlIPI
]P (I  .ST. NUH1) SO TO 00C
C CALCULATE THE SLOPES OP THE TMO LINES J01NINS THREE CONSECUTIVE OATA 
C POINTS.
Y0IP1*YTAS(t) -  YTAS<IH1)
V0IPI*YTAS<I1> -  YTAS<I)
N1*YOIP1/(XTAS<I) -  XTASUH1) )
N ?-Y O IP l/(X TA i(U ) • XTAO(I))
SO TO 10
C CALCULATE THE SLOPE AT THE LAST POINT. XTAS<NUN).
RETONN100 NTAO(1)*O.EO RETURNMO NTAS<1)**.E0*N1S RETURN
tP (CNTAS<NUN)*Nf) .LT. 0 . 
SO TO 10
c
SUBROUTINE QSPLMA( XTAS. NUN, S . LCN, PNO)
Ccc
ccc
N.C. STATE UNIVERSf fY
QSPLN4 CONOUCTS A BINARY SEARCH POP S. QSPLN4 IS CALLED f'Ni Y If
XTAR CONTAINS THE ABSCISSAS OF THE OATA POINTS OF INTFPPn. *Mon
oouooowooouoooooooo
*•*.* '?"#•• .* .*V» *" * ..■»•■».' •*” ;* * *’*■ '•. '’ * •# n* . ‘ ' *.«• . ** • • '* 4
•;v.**;*».•,
MUM It t i l t  © INtNtlON OP X tA t.
9 t t  TH« VALUt NMOtt fttlA T IV t POtlTION til XTAt I *  LOCAtfO •¥  QSPLN4 
ON OMfPUt—
PNO I t  i t t  fQUAl TO 1 IP S I t  POUN© IN XtAO AN© St t i t  fQUAl. TO 0 
O TH tP N Itf.
lCM If TNI INOCX OP TNC LAPtttt VAS.UC IN XtAt PON NNICH XTA§< I)
.U. ».
QtPlNA OCICt NOT ALTON XTAN.NUN.t
PSNtt»1UAtT*NUN
C IP (XTAti1) Nf. t> 00 TO 10LCN«1PN0»1NttUNNC to IP (XtAOiNUN) Nff. t) to to 00ttn ntm 
m m *NtTUNN






LCN-PINOTNttUNNPINST«NtOOLKtO TO 20LCN«NJOOLfPNO «1NttUNNUAtTcNIOOUtO TO 20ON©SUNNOUTINC QSPLN1 (P1 ,f*0,N1 ,M2.Q1,00.IPt.NCAtt)
ONAPt PNtttNXINt OliPONATVf 5PUNC9 NY OP.NOALLISTOP A J A POOLt«A CODtO OY S. L . 0000 A N POUi MO
NfcAl Pt .P0,Nt,N0,Qt .Qt.NPIfF.NNtPt ,NN€P0.tP0,P»OO,
* PNOOl.PNOOO.tPi
C OtPl'NI OfTENNlNtS TMt CASE NKPD6D POX flit CONPilfATtOW OP THt P4PANC- 














( » ! . » » )  tint TH« eoosomstl* op out op t«t pointo  op in t is p o u t io n  
^  l O U l f m  tho oM I v a t iv i cwnpition at ( P ' . p I ) .
(01 ,f t )  OIVIO THI COONO!NATfS OP ONI OP TM POINTS OP INTIPPOLAIION 
M  SPICIPIIS tm i O f s m m i  condition 4t <0t .0*>
IPS IS AN INNOP TQUMNCT usts TO SISIINPVI!
ON OUTPUT—
NOSSI CONTAINS THf VALUt MHICH CONTPOll HON THI PAPANITIPS OP THI
o y s s s s m  s p u n *  a m  im l u a t id .
0SPLN1 son NOT ALT** PI.PI.Q1.Q*.M1.NI.lPS
C A U C ^ t l^ ^ S L O P I  SPO OP TNI AIM  .OININO (P I . P * >. (01 .0*) 
CHICK NNfTNfN ON M T S»| IS 0.








fl»0 TUI AiSOtUtl VALUIS OF THI SLOPCS SPQ.H1*A*° *?*• 
tt*|P«AM(»PO )rtftfP1*MHMMt)»ftCPt«A«S(Mt)
IP THI AIUAT1VI OIVIAT10H OP H1 OP HI PPOH SPQ 1® tft* fMAH IPS, THfeM
“ "“ f t  ((A S O (S P Q -S n *L i.lP S «N M P ) OP. (ASS(SPO-N») L I IPSPNM P))
* SO TO *0
CONPANC TMI SIONS OP THISIOPIS SPO.Ht. * « « ■IP ((PHOOI .UT. O.«0).Oi.<P*O0I .LT O.IO)) w  80 PPOIN<iP«P-**lP 1 )*(H»«P*HllfPI)
IP ( PPOO .0 1 . O. IO) 00 TO 40
u ,  THt u w i  thhouoh ( p i , p i ) ! ^ g 2i a ^ ! s U W?sTlif?w ^N(01,01) HITH *LOn **• l"T***fCT AT 6
PI AMO 01 • tH i  ABSCISSA SICOHPS -  4HOT OP f*t SPUN*.
NCASe-1rtlTUPH
10 ip ((PP001 LT. o.RO) op (P»O0? LT nro)) oo ro «o 40 IP (HPIPt .OT. (2 I0*HPIF>> <*> TO SO 











C BOTH L i ABO L I  CHOU THI L in e  THNOMNH (P 1 » 9 V 2 . ,P 1 ) *M0 IP 1 * 0 V » .  . 0 * )
c S I S h  i l O U U  OP THf M C t U L I  PO U fO  s y  THlC (0 1  0 *1  A M  < P 1 .0 » ) .  00  OOTH Ml *M0 M l H *V t SIOMS OIPPINENT THAN THI
C I I O W I W  U  o 8  OP M1 M O  Ml M M  OPPM ITC SION PNOM SPQ AMO U
c  MW  I? i H I H t t T t O  THf L fP Y O P  P I ON TO TNI NIOHT OP O’ THE POINf 
C ! •  *  M » T  OP THf fP L IN f .
jggg*
r 5 J L
S lB m
« IP MNIPl IS  OMNTfN THNM (t.-IPSJ'MMIP; OTHERWISE 
t . O T .  < l.M -fP S )*M N fP ) 00 TO TO
IN CPUS I N K .  SION(N1)*S10N(NI)-»ION(SPO) 
n.s m u  L1 OH L2 flffiUtt TMf MIOLINf, tUT HOT BOTH.e ^ *  ip «5em is snoatm than (i.-ipsi-mnip. otminnise
w  IP ^ppi' OT. <1.M-IPS>«MNIP) 00 TO TO
an LI CNOSSKS TMf MIOLINf, THI SPUME NfOOlNfS TH0
pi ano qi.
K i r i
mm op t m  S i o m  M1.M2 OOIt HOT M W I S  WITH TM€ 
T7o‘.«*J.AI»fMM©Of I.80)> *© ro 130
wr. 0 10) m  to td
i *f. « i . 90+*PO)«mP)) do ro 100
f t  fT  < < 1 . I f *101> •#*«*> >  00 TO
S^OQUMHI Q8P» W2<P1,l»3t,O1tl*lp01.0T.6l,€2,Vi .*2 /V/?,
* Vt,Yf,*CAS«)
BY 0,P,JtCAlU%Tfft & i . A . RQ«tt.l6*coo«o ot vtoooo * m »oui.HaO state vpositv
(t£Al PI .M2.Q1 ,0?,V. V2,iMtp#* .02.1 J .€2.• HfIAR1,M|IAH2ti<l8Alt3,C1#01.H1.Jl.T1,TP,P1,l1Wf)
QSPIH2 COMPUffS rHfc* KNOTS AND OTHER PARAMETERS op rHE SP« lNT ON THf. 
in t e r v a l  ( p i . o d
*#
ccC 0« INPUT—
C (R I.R J ) AMD <Q1.P*> ARC TMC COOROINATIS OR TMI ROIMTS OR 
C INTiRROLATIOM.
c M1 IS TMI SLOP! AT (PI,P2).
CC Mf IS TMI SLOP! AT (01.0?)






ru« u«\ /us H2) (21 21) AMO (11,12) API TMC COOP0INATCS OP TMC KNofs^AMO^OTMSR*RARAMTCRS Sr\ hI SRLINI ON <»'.'<>. («!.«*>AMO (Y/.TI) AM* USIO ONLY 1R NCASl-A.
mo
0SPIN2 OOCS NOT ALTIP P I , P 2.*1,*2.01.02
C-«
IP ((MCASE CO- 3)•OP.(NCASI 10- *>> ®0 TO 20 
IP (K0A8C .10 ?) 00 TO 10
C CAtCULATC TMI PAPAWITCPS POP CASC 1 * 1*(Pt-0*«*t»01-N1*P1 )/(K2-K1) 
|TIK2»P2*K1*(21"1*1)VI«(P1*t1)/2.10 V2*(P2*ITM0)/2.10 )/2.10M2*(2TNO*Q2)/2.10 2t«Vf4(<K2-V2)/(K1-V1))»(21-V1)PITUPNCC CAtCULATC THI PAPAKITCPS POP CASC 2.10 21*(P1*0*)/2.10V1*(Pt*I1)/2.SO V2«P2*K1*(V1-P1)H1*<|HQ1)/2.C0
K2»02^ K2*(K1-0»)2t*(V2*K2)/2.10 PITUPN
C CALCULATI THI PAPAMCTCPS USIO IN SOTH CASIS 3 ANO * 20 C1»PW(02-P2)/K101»Q1*(P2*02)/K2 H1«2.!0*C 1*PI J1«2.IO»01-Q1 NSAP1»(02-P2)/(H«-P1)HSAP2»(P2-02)/(Jl-01)
C
IP (NCASI .60 *) 00 TO '10
C
C CALCULATE TMI PARAMETERS POP CASC i.
KI*iPt~Q2+Qt*mA»2~Pi*mAft1 )/(MHAP2-NHAR i )
i f  ( a p s ( m i  ) o r  a p ,s ( h ? > )  ao to m
l I * ( K 1*0 I ) / ?  CO
m t o  * o
10 i !*<K»*P1) / ?  60 

















* « * Q i )IfwViK(Nt-Vf >/(M1-V t))*{11-V1) 
ftCTUUM
Ce CALCULATE TM§ PAMM8TCPS W  CASK A.50 Y1»<P 1«C1)/f«IS
V1w(P1«’V 1 ) / i . t S♦ pf
11«<0T«Q1 > / t . M
Mtw*«*C«i-t*) ♦ W  NS*pt*<«t-vt)/<Ni«vt>
Y f M S *P S « (T I-*1 ) ♦ V i 
Z2«W M H »<Z1” V1) * V I f1»fY1^ Z1>/t.*0 
t f W— l f t«1«»V1) ♦ V i pfTUNM
PUNCTION < p P liM K X V A U .il ,X Z .J I?A »l,Y tA «S .X TA 8S I .V tA iS *  . 






SHAPt PftCSiftVtM* QUAOPATfC SPLINES *y 0.P.MCALLlSTfP * J.A.POULIfPCOOED SV S.L.OOOO A m pouliep N.C. STATE UNIVfPSITY
PEAL XVALS.Z1 .It.XTAPS.YTAit.XfAiit.YtAPPI .Vi .
• M9.V1.VKIt
QSPLNl PINOS THf INASI OP A POINT IN *VAL.
ON INPUT *»
MVAL9 CONTAINS TMt VALUE AT MMICM TMf SPLINE IS  EVALUATE!).
(XTASS.YTAOS) AN* TMf COOPOSNATES OP TM« UPT-MANO OATA POINT 
USiO IN fil EVALUATION OP XVALS
(XTASS1. VTAOS1) MSI fH l  COOPOiNATfS OP THf AI OH f  •HAND IU1A w in ?  
USCO IN* VMS EVALUATION OP XVA U
II.If#Y1,V2.E2.Nt.Vf APE THE PAPAMETfPS OP THf SPLINE.
MCASf C0NTP0L3 THf fVALUATION OP tHf SPUME SY INDICATING WMF fH€P Sf^P TMO KNOTS MiPf PLACEO IN TH* INTfPVAt (MTASS.MTASS,)
ON OUTPUT—
0SP1M9 IS  THl tMASE OP XVALS.
AND
C OSPLM3 DOES NOT ALTfP AMY OP THE INPUT PAPAMETFP9
Cc— — — — —
C IF NCASE 6Q. i ,  MOPE THAN ONE KNOT WAS »'l ACtU IN TMF INTl 'JVAl 
IP (NCASE €0 4 ) 00 TO 40
C
C ca ses  1*?. OP 3.
C Of TEAM IMP THF LOCATION OF MVAI 0 PEI AT I Vt TO Mfe ^WOT 












vlttfNIMNf tH€ LOCATION 09 XVALS OfLATIVt TO THi ft»ST KNOT 40 If <Y1 - XVALS) 70.00,00
SO 0t0LN3«( YTA08*( Y1 -XVALS)»*t♦Vt*i. 00*( XVALS-XTAgS >* < * 1 ~***LS > ♦• Yf«(XVAi.S-XT*OS)«*«; {v-1-XTA0S)»»?OfTOON
10 0SfLNO»<l2*(XTAOS1-XVALS)**J«Ni*f 0O*(XVALS-11 )*(XTA0S1~XVAlS)
00 Qi0iNi«Y9 
OfTOON
OfTKOtflNt TWf LOCATION Of XVALS OfLATIVt TO THE SECOND KNOT 
70 If (I* - OVALS) 100,00.00








































901*004**04*4 *f * ft•092 920091t*
990*0080(01*4***29082*9200918*
*40*0044404*4ft *29092 * 9200918*
4 994OOCCCOI*41* * *29082*9200919*
*09f02*1999**4 *2*999 *200919
9I4C0*11418**4 12*999**20091t














TAAI52 - CANNON DtOXlOt
of Mgurt 19
20,1301.15913.15393.15333.15 393.11353.151. 109.52 501.35 500.10 310.50 335.55 555.592. 2T5.05 205.93 255.52 300.9 315.55 325.32A. 130.50 193.95 195.25 153.11 155.51 152.700. • 1.95 59.55 50.05 101.33 109.30 10t.9210. 13.T9 55.59 35.55 55.50 31.92 S3.9312. 99.20 95.05 95.51 99.59 $1.25 52.9915. 39.03 35.31 35.55 39.10 90.50 91.9910. 25.30 25.59 25.50 20.55 25.00 30.9325. 15.59 20.55 21.32 23.53 23.90 29.3930. 15.00 15.50 15.55 10.35 15.15 19.95AO. 10.53 11.52 13.93 13.13 13.93 19.9550. T .510 5.551 5.393 9.553 10.35 11. 19•0. 5.509 5.530 5.299 5.050 1.905 9.919•0. 1.90T 3.990 9.933 5.103 5.039 9.112100. 1.200 1.555 2.950 3.303 3.599 9.919150. 1.150 1.255 1.990 1.550 1.959 2.299300. 1.120 1.150 1.250 1.351 1.500 1.530300. 1.090 1.002 1.192 1. 195 1.203 1.335A00. 1.000 1.093 1.051 1. 121 1. 139 1 .210500. 5555 1.005 1.035 1.035 1 . 101 1 135C
c m  nus is voumc data aon cannon otoxtoe in cc/gn, c*»* it comis anon mi toon av a. dim, koiton.Cm  MCttURC IS IN ATMOSAMCMS. TfMA IN KtLVtN
122
a p pe nd ix XII
Experimental Solubility Program Sample Output Pile
















of Pi§*#ro 14 
























? o m «  ic-oo) 
o.ootooot-ooj
«))01T4f-t0) 














1 A H  7041-002
i.4349010-003
1.4110130-003 




9 1410100-00)9 9 i iTV414110-003 7 IAIOIfO-003 7.1410100-001 7 1410100-003 9.1410100*003 7.1414100-003 7 1490100-003 9 1399100-003
9.1179f«|-003 9.0909311-003 0.4107010-003 f.4107011-003 





1 1109001*0021.1100001- 002 
1 1100001-00? 
1 1100001-001 
1 1100001-00? 
1.1100001-00? 
1 1100001-00? 
1 1100901-00? 
1 1100000-00? i.1100000-00?
9 1414100-00
9.141|9jiMPi 71411900-Of7 V414101-00
